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OUTDOORS
Welcome to our anniver sar y edition
For 30 years our 100% waterproof ORTLIEB
products have been travelling around the world.
From the Amazon to the Austrian Alps, from
Antwerp to Zurich: “Made in Germany” promises
high quality and value outdoor equipment for all
requirements, all weather and all terrain.
Your feedback, your experiences and your
wishes have always inspired us to
develop individual packing solutions.

In 2012 we present another collection of innovative products.
Those who set out for the heights get a professional companion
for mountaineering. The MountainX 31 alp-crossing backpack - it
has received several awards –is setting new standards of comfort
and safety.
Motorbikers can look forward to a completely redesigned motorcycle
line for heavy duty use. The 100% waterproof MOTO line includes
among others MOTO Speedbags, MOTO Zip’n Go duffle bag and
the MOTO Tank Bag, the latter can be carried on the back with the
optional Carrying System.
Some of the 2012 collection’s highlights are presented in particularly charming scenery. With the support of the tourist authorities of
Mecklenburg Vorpommern in Germany we travelled through some of
the nicest areas and nature reserves of the Baltic Sea.
We had to perform more than just modelling in Stralsund, the
Mecklenburg Lake District or the Chalk Cliffs of Rugen Island. Our
team thoroughly tested our products’ outdoor skills; we travelled on
foot, by bike, canoe and kayak finding the new PS21R dry bags to
be perfect lightweight gear. Clothing, sleeping bag and tent stayed
dry even during adventurous activities on the water. The Transporter,
our all round backpack that can take large bulky loads, was labelled
with “indispensable on water and on land”.
Come along on the journey and discover your personal ORTLIEB
favourites!
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Dear Mrs Corallo,
thanks a lot for your letter and your years
long faith in our products. We are happy to
hear that your
husband’s ORTLIEB panniers transported
- besides gear and provisions - also valua
ble memories.
Your wish to keep your bike panniers is not
surprising for us. In contrast: we are just as
dedicated to
the longevity of our products.
Please send us the bag, and our internal
customer service will fix your Bike-Packer
and make them
fit for new challenges. Our services include
upgrading older models. We are happy to
bring your “old“
ORTLIEB up to latest standard, e.g. with upgra
ding the new QL-system including the Anti-T
heft Device.
For 30 years our philosophy is based on prese
rving the good stuff and advancing new ideas
. Sustainability and innovation are for us at ORTLIEB
more than just modern catch phrases. As
one of the
leading companies and founders in the Europ
ean outdoor market we are obliged to the
principles of
responsible activity: short transport ways,
clever recycling, and considerate dealing with
resources
determine the direction we are heading. Our
aim is and remains high quality and wate
rproof equipment that you can rely on any time. In order
to hold to our high quality standards, 90%
of all processes
are taking place under one roof, and that
includes experimenting with new materials,
product development, and our high frequency welding produ
ction.
“Made in Germany“, that’s the way we keep
it. Sustainability and product quality are reflec
ted by
the numerous applications of our products.
In the past 30 years, ORTLIEB bags travelled
all over the
world: on the bikes of touring cyclists, week
end hobby bikers and bike couriers. On the
backs of hikers,
climbers and globetrotters, on motorbikes,
boats and even horses. And since we want
to conserve the
earth that we love to travel, we are since 2008
a member of the “Association for Conservat
ion“ within
the European Outdoor Group (EOG), an organ
ization with global interest in the protection
of environment and nature.
Dear Mrs. Corallo, we hope we have provided
you with a satisfactory reply. If an ORTLIEB
bag is part of
your journey and life story, we have reached
our goal. And we can truly say: This companion
is 100%
reliable!
We are happy to provide you with bags and
services, and wish you and your family a good
time with
your ORTLIEBs.
Best regards from Frankonian Heilsbronn
Your ORTLIEB-Team
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This logo stands for an
initiative by the BSI (Federal
Association of German Sport
Article Industry). It defines
German sport article companies that commit themselves
to Germany as production
location.
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Made in Germany – a matter of course !
ORTLIEB products are Made in Germany. Only here we
can constantly optimise and supervise quality manufacturing. Therefore, 90% of all processes are run inhouse
at ORTLIEB in Heilsbronn. This has been our way for
nearly 30 years. This focus on quality is the basis for the
development and production of waterproof, high value
equipment that supports our dedicated and enthusiastic
outdoor customers.
Most of our suppliers and development partners are also
near by. We can respond quickly to demand and shorten
lead-times to market while reducing our carbon footprint.
The production of bike panniers, backpacks, dry bags and
many other products that we show you in this catalogue
is implemented in Heilsbronn by an experienced and well
established team. The „Ortlieb campus“ is comprised of
engineers, designers, and even mechanical construction,
all together under one roof with warehousing and distribution. All departments work hand in hand, keeping the
communication direct and personal, allowing decisions
to be made quickly.
The fact that the most important processes take place
in our company allows us to guarantee that each step is

performed as ecological as possible. Constant optimizing allows minimizing material waste. Our plastic
materials are separated into 5 segments in order
to ensure optimal recycling. Our administration uses
recycled content paper only, and our printed matter
is fsc certified without exception.
Sustainability – more than long lasting quality
Sustainability is more than short transport ways, conservation of resources and recycling. It also defines
the sustainability of our products and the reliable
service by us, the manufacturer.
ORTLIEB products are said to be indestructible and
extremely long life. Should there still be damage or
wear of a component, ORTLIEB products can be easily
repaired due to the design of the article. Defective
parts can easily be exchanged, holes can be repaired,
buckles exchanged and straps renewed. These jobs
are performed by our own customer service where
ORTLIEB products are completely refitted for intensive heavy duty use.
Older products can be updated onsite to the current
state of the art. Further, we offer repair sets that allow
our customers to make repairs on the road. For discontinued products we offer spare parts for another
10 years. And at last: with 5 years warranty we
ensure our customers that defective manufacturing
or materials are corrected by us free of charge. All of
this guarentees that our products remain in service
far beyond what is typical and certainly avoid the fate
of most common outdoor products.
Should you have any questions about our products
or our service, please contact us at

service@ortlieb.com
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THE QUICK-LOCK
K LOCK SYSTEMS
ql3 system
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SYSTEM QL3 –
the new generation of ORTLIEB pannier mounting systems
The ORTLIEB pannier mounting systems QL1 and QL2 which have
proven their reliability for many years are now supplemented with
a new, innovative variation, the QL3 system. The secret of this
system - especially developed for office and city bags – lies in
the fact that the main mounting components stay on the rack.
This results in a clear rear side that is free of protruding hooks,
and significantly improves the bag’s carrying comfort when off
the bike.

ql2+1 system

The QL3 system has all the known advantages of the previous
ORTLIEB QL systems.
❯ Comfortable single-handed operation
❯ Automatic closing and opening of the hooks by lifting the
pannier handle
❯ Fixing rail can be mounted on left or right side, and
optionally on horizontal or vertical bars of rack
❯ Sufficient legroom due to variable height and angle
❯ Lower hook rotatable in 360 degrees (24 steps, each
15 degrees) for individual adjustment to various racks
❯ Horizontal rack top remains free for baskets, trunkbags etc.
❯ Additional mounting sets available for attaching bags to
other bikes
❯ Bags with QL1 or QL2 system can also be fixed to the QL3
mounting rail.

SYSTEM QL2
This mounting system for bike panniers is the further development of ORTLIEB’s milestone setting QL1 system. All hooks are
adjustable to the rack without requiring any tools. Therefore, the
panniers can be easily switched from one bike to another. The
QL2 system may be upgraded with the anti-theft device (not
possible in QL1).
The QL2 system features:
❯ Optimal fit on all racks with a tube diameter up to 16 mm
(inserts for 8/11 mm inclusive)
❯ Comfortable single-handed operation
❯ Automatic closing and opening of the hooks by lifting the
pannier handle
❯ Large adjustment range of QL2 hook on hook rail
❯ Sufficient legroom due to pivoting rail (e.g. Office-Bag)
❯ Large adjustment range (horizontal and vertical) in 45°
steps of rotatable lower hook on elliptical rail

SYSTEM QL1
The QL1 System was ORTLIEB’s first mounting system for bike panniers which allowed a single-handed mounting on and removal
of panniers from the bike rack. The automatically closing hooks
replaced the complicated attachments with straps and buckles
which were slow and unreliable. Thousands of the indestructible
mounting QL1 system have now been used for decades on classic
pannier models such as Back-Rollers and Bike-Packers, and are
still in use.
The QL1 system features:
❯ Optimal fit on all racks with a tube diameter up to 16 mm
(inserts for 8/11 mm inclusive)
❯ Comfortable single-handed operation
❯ Automatic closing and opening of the hooks by lifting the
pannier handle
❯ Large adjustment range of QL1 hook on hook rail
❯ Large adjustment range (horizontal and vertical) in 15°
steps of lower hook on semi elliptical rail

Please find a chart for mounting our QL bike panniers to the different rack models at: www.ortlieb.com/ql-systems
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PRO OFFICE
E
downtown ql3

downtown ql2

9/2010
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The Downtown is a reliable companion on your tour through the morning
or evening rushhour. The waterproof
bike briefcase provides secure cargo carrying plus reliable protection
of files, documents and laptops up
to 15.4“. A hands-free way to carry
your everyday digital and off line essentials, this waterproof bike briefcase with lid closure can be quickly
mounted and taken off the rack single-handed. It features an extra wide
padded shoulder strap and additional
carry handle for comfortable transport. Edge protectors and base feet
on the rear and bottom ensure optimal protection of the bag.
Two large 3M Scotchlite reflectors
and a reflective ORTLIEB logo and
handle ensure safety in the dark and
in bad weather conditions.
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DOWNTOWN QL3
The innovative mounting system QL3 which
received the Eurobike Award 2010 features
mounting components that can be fixed to
standard racks on the right or left side. Flat
mounting elements ensure a smooth back
side. Mounting height and angle of the bag
are individually adjustable.
Optional accessories: QL3 mounting set |
Notebook Sleeve.

PD620/PS620C
1550 g/54 oz.
18 L/1098 cu.in.
36 • 36 • 14 cm/
dim. 14.2 • 14.2 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F7321
white-black
F7322
aubergine-black
F7324
lime-black
F7325
fabric
weight
volume

DOWNTOWN QL2
The Downtown is a waterproof commuter
briefcase which can be fixed and removed
single handed off the rack. The upper rail can
be rotated and is individually adjustable; this
allows transport on the left (standard) or right
side of the rack. It will attach to any standard
bike rack of maximum diameters 16 mm.
Optional accessories: padded Notebook
Sleeve and QL2 anti-theft device.

PD620/PS620C
1500 g/53 oz.
18 L/1098 cu.in.
36 • 36 • 14 cm/
14.2 • 14.2 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F7308
white-black
F7302
aubergine-black
F7304
lime-black
F7309
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

d ow n t ow n

PRO OFFICE
ofﬁce-bag ql3

No, ORTLIEB did not reinvent
the wheel…

d ow n t ow n
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but a solution on how to get comfortably to work by bike with all your necessities. Laptop, files, documents,
everything is stowed away nice and
clean, and hooked onto your rack.
Everything will arrive dry and clean,
even when it is raining. The waterproof briefcase with roll closure can
be quickly mounted to the rack and
easily taken off. The Office-Bag offers
room for two large DIN A4 files, office
supplies, mobile etc. With the padded
Notebook Sleeve (available as extra
accessory) it is a perfect laptop bag.
(up to 15.4“). Two large 3M Scotchlite
reflectors and a reflective ORTLIEB
logo (except silver version of PD620
fabric) ensure safety in the dark and
in bad weather conditions.
Edge protectors and base feet on the
rear and bottom ensure optimal protection of the bag.
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OFFICE-BAG QL3
This model features the QL3 mounting system
that can be fixed to any standard rack on the
left or right side. Flat mounting elements
ensure a smooth back side. Mounting height
and angle of the bag are individually adjustPS36C able.
Optional accessories: QL3 mounting set |
Notebook Sleeve.

L
PS36C
1750 g/61.8 oz.
21 L/1282 cu.in.
30 • 40 · 17 cm/
11.8 • 15.7 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F70721
graphite-black
F70722
hazel-black
F70723
size
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

fabric
weight
colours

PD620/PS620C
1920 g/ 67.5 oz.
silver-black
white-black
black

Art.No.
F70821
F70822
F70823

PRO OFFICE
E
ofﬁce-bag ql2

model PS36C

city-biker
16
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OFFICE-BAG QL2
The QL2 rail is fixed diagonally and can
be rotated to the left or right for increased
PS36C
heel clearance during pedalling. The lower
anchoring hook serves for securing the bag,
and keeps it in place.
M
PS36C
1470 g/51.9 oz.
13 L/793 cu.in.
30 • 40 · 10 cm/
11.8 • 15.7 • 3.9 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F71401
size
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

city-biker
L
PS36C
1730 g/61.5 oz.
21 L/1282 cu.in.
30 • 40 · 17 cm/
11.8 • 15.7 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F70701
graphite-black
F70702
hazel-black
F70703
size
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

fabric
weight
colours

PD620/PS620C
1900 g/ 67.1 oz.
silver-black
white-black
black

Art.No
F70801
F70802
F70803

URBAN CYCLING
CLING
city-biker ql3

pelican

Keep movin‘
Pelican, Bike-Shopper and
City-Biker are the perfect
bags for grocery shopping
and running your daily errands in town. They are easy
to use and keep all your purchases safe and dry. Plus:
shopping by bike is healthy
for you, and is also protecting the environment.
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CITY-BIKER QL3
On the bike or on the shoulder, the City-Biker
always looks good on a tour through town.
The vertical style shoulder bag with closure
flap ensures protection of A4 files and 13.3”
laptops. With a reinforced base and sides
the City-Biker is a sturdy and robust bag.
The padded shoulder strap ensures a comfortable carrying; during biking it is stowed
safely on the flaps inner side. The City-Biker
QL3 features the innovative QL3 system; it
allows quick and single-handed fixing to and
removal off the rack. The mounting components remain on the rack, and the bag’s back
stays clear of protruding hooks.

Further features:
Internal liner with zip pocket | Snap hook
for keys | 2 pen slots
Optional accessory: Notebook Sleeve in
size 10“ or 13.3“
PS33
900 g/31.7 oz.
10 L/610 cu.in.
42 • 32 • 10 cm/
16.5 • 12.6 • 3.9 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F7621
light grey-black
F7622
savannah-black
F7623
lime-black
F7624
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

PELICAN
The Pelican is the perfect shopping bag, be
it for a stroll through boutiques or a trip to
the markets. The elegant shopper made of
abrasion-resistant nylon fabric features a
lid closure and smart internal organization.
With the Pelican you’re ready for the city: it
is easy and quick to mount single-handed,
and comfortable to carry with a removable,
padded shoulder strap. In contrast to a reallive pelican, our pannier has four base feet
which ensure stability – in addition to the
internal stiffener - when set on the ground.
Large 3M Scotchlite reflectors ensure safety
in dusk and in the dark.

Further features:
Single Bag | QL2 system| Adjustable without
requiring tools | 8 mm and 11 mm reduction
inserts included for racks up to 16 mm |
Carrying handle
Optional accessories: Pannier Carrying System
| Outer Pocket (size S) | Anti-Theft Device |
Mesh Pocket |Bottle Cage
PS42R/PS33
1100 g/63.5 oz.
18 L/1098 cu.in.
40 • 23/32 • 17 cm
15.7 • 9/12.6 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
slate-black
F7501
iceblue-grey
F7502
stone-savannah
F7503
grenadine-black
F7504
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

URBAN
U
RBAN CYCLIN
bike-shopper

pelican

BIKE-SHOPPER
Your spacious one-click shopping bag: the
Bike-Shopper with QL2 system can be quickly
attached to and removed from your rack. The
flexible market and shopping bag remains
stable - also on bumpy roads. The adjustable
PS42R/
PS33 carrying straps allow it to be carried comfortably on your shoulder (adjusted by push
buttons) and will not be in the way during
biking. A waterproof Quick-Seal closure
provides protection from rain. Occasional
ORTLIEB lubricating will keep the closure
running smoothly. New in 2012: new colours
and additional models in PU fabric.
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Further features:
Internal valuables pocket in size DIN
A4| Padded carrying handle | Lateral
3M-Scotchlite reflectors | Optional accessories: anti-theft device, outer pocket, carrying
system

pelican

FIXATION FOR REAR BASKET
With a basket on your bike, you can easily
bike to the farmer’s market and shop for fresh
fruit, vegetables and flowers. The adapter for
the basket is simply fixed on the bottom of
the basket. In combination with the ORTLIEB
rack adapter (optional accessory) it can also
be used together with two panniers with QL1
and QL2 systems.

PS42R/PS33
860 g/ 30.3 oz.
20 L/1221 cu.in.
42 • 23/32 · 17 cm/
16.5 • 9/12.6 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
slate-black
F7406
iceblue-grey
F7407
stone-savannah
F7408
grenadine-black
F7409
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

fabric
weight
colours

fabric
weight
colours

PD620
970 g/34.2 oz.
leather-black
lime-black
white-black

Further features:
Three fixing points for easy mounting and
fixation | Release per push button
Optional accessory: lockable ORTLIEB rack
adapter for side panniers with QL1 and QL2
system (E174).

Art.No.
F7410
F7412
F7413

Polyamid
100 g/3.5 oz.
black

Art.No.
E160
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CITY BIKING
NG
vario ql3
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VARIO QL3
As its name suggests, the Vario is a highly
versatile and flexible pack offering lots of
storage capacity. It quickly converts from a
bike pannier to a comfortable backpack. The
waterproof Vario made of tough and long
lasting nylon fabric features a roll closure and
offers space for A4 files and a 15.4“ laptop.
The innovative QL3 system allows quick and
single-handed fixing to and removal off the
rack. The mounting components remain on
the rack, and the bag’s back stays clear of
protruding hooks. For biking, the padded
back carrying system complete with shoulder
straps and chest strap is packed away into a
concealed zippered front pocket, then for use
it can be easily fixed to the back of the Vario.
An external fixing safely stows away your bike
helmet when it is not used.

Further features:
2 outer neoprene pockets (not waterproof!) | Waist strap | Inner pocket |
2 reflectors
PS33
1400 g/49.4 oz.
20 L/1220 cu.in.
50 • 28 • 20 cm/
19.7 • 11 • 7.9 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
F7721
black
F7722
lime-black
F7723
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

CITY BIKING
back-roller city · front-roller city

winnaar

03/2011
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Comfort from head to toe
With the sturdy ORTLIEB city line you
are independent of cars, subways and
buses, be it for a trip to the weekly
market or a quick shopping tour of a
city. Back-Roller City & Front-Roller City
easily pack your groceries for the weekend and save you from hauling heavily
laden shopping bags. They are a 100%
waterproof bringing your weekly supplies home dry and safe.
The City panniers are lean in price,
features and weight, and thus the ideal
companions for daily use in town.
Numerous optional accessories are
available for later upgrading.

BACK- & FRONT-ROLLER CITY
Even without being in the great outdoors,
the Front & Back-Roller City give city bikers
greater flexibility. They can be used on both
sides on front or rear racks or as single
pannier. Highly incandescent 3M Scotchlite
material reflectors on the panniers’ sides
give increased safety in traffic. The affordable basics can be upgraded with numerous
accessories. Both models are provided with
edge protectors having slots for fixing the
ORTLIEB pannier carrying system. Shoulder
straps (E172) and small inner pockets are
available as accessories.

Further features:
Suitable for rack diameters up to 16 mm
| 8 mm and 11 mm inserts included |
Can be used individually or as a pair |
Easy to clean
Back-Roller City:
PD620/PS490
1520 g/ 53.6 oz. (pair)
40 L/ 2441 cu.in. (pair)
42 • 23/32 • 17 cm/
16.5 · 9.1/12.6 · 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
F5001
black
F5002
white-black
F5003
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

Front-Roller City:
(low rider or rear pannier) | Ideal
for children’s or youth’ bikes
PD620/PS490
1210 g/ 42.7 oz. (pair)
25 L/1526 cu.in. (pair)
30 • 25 • 14 cm/
11.8 • 9.8 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
F6001
black
F6002
white-black
F6003
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

BIKE CITY
back-roller classic design

splash
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BACK-ROLLER CLASSIC DESIGN
It brings more colour into your life, daily
shopping and work trips. The fun starts
with choosing between „Dots“, „Wave“ and
„Splash” designs, each available in three different colour combinations. The trendy rear
panniers are made of PD620 and PS490
and feature a waterproof roll closure and QL1
mounting system. Once taken off the rack, the
padded strap allows a comfortable shoulder
carrying. Strong 3M Scotchlite reflectors
ensure safety in the dark and in bad weather
conditions. The Back-Roller panniers may be
combined with the ORTLIEB Rack-Pack. With
the ORTLIEB Travel-Biker or Trunk-Bag they
also form a functional combination on the
rear bike rack.

dots

wave

Further features:
Integrated inner pocket | 8 mm and
11 mm reduction inserts included for
racks up to 16 mm | Can also be used
individually| Handle for locking and
releasing the QL1 system | Easy to
clean inside
Optional accessories: Pannier Carrying
System | Outer Pocket (size S) | Mesh
Pocket | Bottle Cage
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

PD620/PS490
1900 g/67.1 oz. (pair)
40 L/2441 cu.in. (pair)
42 • 23/32 • 17 cm/
16.5 • 9/12.6 • 6.7 in (H x W x D)

model
colours

WAVE
white-green
white-orange
white-grey

Art.No.
F5401
F5402
F5403

model
colours

SPLASH
lime-black
white-blue
aubergine-pink

model
colours

Art.No.
F5404
F5405
F5406

DOTS
white-grey
sunyellow-orange
blue-lightblue

Art.No.
F5407
F5408
F5409
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30

31
TRAVEL-SET
Need a pack for a long, rough haul? This is it!
For the globetrotter who prefers the best: perfect preparation and top gear. This waterproof
luggage system allows experienced cyclists to
carry all the necessities for extended touring
or weekend family trips. Plenty of room combined with excellent comfort. Clothes can be
stowed away crease free in the large suitcase.
Four inner pockets, two zippered, two internal
compression straps and an outer mesh pocket
provide plenty of possibilities to store your
gear. All other equipment is packed in the rear
panniers Bike-Tourer. Valuables and money
are to hand in the handlebar bag Ultimate5
Plus. The included anti-theft device means
that the panniers may be left on the bike,
deterred from unauthorised removal. Optional
accessories include the Outer Pocket size S,
the Bottle Cage and Mesh Pocket.

The Travel-Set comes with:
Bike suitcase Travel-Biker including lockable
rack adapter (maximum capacity 10 kg /
353 oz.), see page 33| Two rear panniers
Bike-Tourer with QL2 mounting set, see
page 31 | Handlebar bag Ultimate5 M Plus
with mounting set, see page 49 | anti-theft
device (mounted), see page 55
fabric
weight
volume
colours

PS36C
4970 g/ 159.8 oz.
72 L/4394 cu.in.
hazel-black

Art.No.
F2042

BIKE-TOURER
Passionate cyclists who want to escape the
daily routine will pack their Bike-Tourer. The
bag is specifically designed to be used as
a rear pannier, providing more than enough
room for a serious tour. An internal division
and added front pouch help organize your
gear. The convenient flap is quick and easy
to use one handed. Four base feet protect the
pannier base. Padded adjustable shoulder
straps provide comfort and can be easily
detached.
The Bike-Tourer attaches to any standard
bike rack up to 16 mm (inserts for 8 mm and
11 mm included) with the QL2 attachment
system. For extra room, the Bike-Tourer can be
perfectly combined with the ORTLIEB TravelBiker or Trunk-Bag.

Further features:
Large reflectors | Front pouch | Carrying
handle | Individual use of pannier possible
Optional accessories: Pannier Carrying
System, Outer Pocket size S, anti-theft
device, Bottle Cage, Mesh Pocket
PS36C
2570 g/90.7 oz.
38 L/2319 cu.in. (pair)
40 • 23/32 • 17 cm/
15.7 • 9/12.6 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
colours
Art.No.
hazel-black
F2151
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

BIKE TOURING
travel-biker

travel-set
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travel-set

TRAVEL-BIKER
Those who wish to be prepared for any
situation on the road make the right choice
with the Travel-Biker. The handy suitcase is
designed for carrying clothes; stylish clothing
will arrive dry with minimum creases. Four
internal pockets, two of which zippered, and
two compression straps help keeping things
in place. An outer mesh pocket and elastics
on the lid offer additional room for extra gear.
The waterproof Travel-Biker is ideal for use on
touring or trekking bikes and on seat post
racks. With a “click” it is fixed fast and easily
onto the included lockable rack adapter:
simply slide on and click in. The Travel-Biker
can be combined with all ORTLIEB bike panniers. Maximum capacity: 10 kg / 350 oz.
(check capacity of rack).

Further features:
Padded carrying handle with reflective material | Four base feet
Optional accessory: Shoulder strap
(art. Code E33)
PS36C
1720 g/60.7 oz.
27 L/1648 cu.in.
16.5 • 50 • 33 cm/
6.5 • 19.7 • 13 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
hazel-black
F2083
black
F2084
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

BIKE TOURING
RING
G
bike-packer
p

Escape the daily round
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Touring specialists all over the
world rely on ORTLIEB’s packer
line which received numerous
awards and was constantly
improved and optimised.
The tough panniers with secure
lid closure include the spacious
Bike-Packer with a volume up to
42 L, and the compact SportPacker for the lowrider or for
children’s bikes. Both models are
available in the exclusive Plus
version made of abrasionresistant Cordura® fabric or the
original Classic version.
A reliable 100% waterproof pannier for the serious tour offering
plenty of room and all the comfort you can dream of.

BIKE-PACKER CLASSIC
The CLASSIC rear pannier made of robust
polyester fabric with plenty of room for everything you need on tour. Simple mounting is
guaranteed by the QL1 fixing.

BIKE-PACKER PLUS
Abrasion-resistant Cordura® fabric makes
this pannier the tough travel companion for
extended bike touring. The waterproof threedimensional front pouch offers additional
storage room. Quick and easy mounting to
the rack thanks to the QL2 fixing.
Further features:
Shoulder strap with snap hook | Base feet |
Dust/snow gasket under the lid with cord |
Inner Pocket | Reflectors
PS36C
2200 g/ 77.6 oz. (pair)
42 L/ 2563 cu.in. (pair)
42 • 23/32 • 22 cm/
16.5 • 9/12.6 • 8.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
F271
graphite-black
F272
black
F273
hazel-black
F276
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

Further features:
Shoulder strap with snap hook | Base feet |
Dust/snow gasket under the lid with cord |
Inner Pocket | Reflectors
PD620/PS490
2080 g/ 73.4 oz. (pair)
40 L/ 2441 cu.in. (pair)
42 • 23/32 • 17 cm/
16.5 • 9/12.6 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
F261
blue-black
F262
black
F263
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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Optional
accessories:
Pannier carrying
system, outer
pockets size S,
mesh pocket,
bottle cage
Plus-Series
additional:
anti-theft device.

SPORT-PACKER PLUS
The waterproof Sport-Packer Plus made of
tough Cordura® fabric is perfectly suitable
as lowrider pannier in the front, “small” rear
pannier or for children’s bikes. The QL2 fixing
offers quick and comfortable single-handed
mounting to the rack.

SPORT-PACKER CLASSIC
The compact size of the Sport-Packer Classic
makes it the perfect pannier for short tours,
as front pannier with additional storage room
for the lowrider or for children bikes. Simple
mounting and removal from the rack is guaranteed by the QL1 fixing.

Further features:
Shoulder strap with snap hook | Base feet |
Dust/snow gasket under the lid with cord |
Inner Pocket | Reflectors

Further features:
Shoulder strap with snap hook | Base feet |
Dust/snow gasket under the lid with cord |
Inner Pocket | Reflectors

PS36C
1680 g/ 59.3 oz. (pair)
30 L/ 1831 cu.in. (pair)
40 • 25 • 14 cm/
15.7 • 9.8 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
F491
graphite-black
F492
black
F493
hazel-black
F494
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

PD620/PS490
1750 g/ 61.7 oz. (pair)
30 L/1831 cu.in. (pair)
40 • 25 • 14 cm/
15.7 • 9.8 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
F481
blue-black
F482
black
F483
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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… Back-Rollers and Front-Rollers
are the bags to go for. A lightweight pair of panniers for extended bike touring and travelling. The
waterproof and functional set is
tough and will withstand the elements. Passionate cyclists rely on
the handy and robust system of
front and rear panniers. They provide enough room for the serious
tour, and the extremely durable
fabric has proven its quality in river
and desert crossings. The waterproof bestsellers received numerous awards from the trade press
for their genial functionality, unbeaten stability and great comfort.

BACK-ROLLER CLASSIC
Durable polyester fabrics make this pannier
a long lasting touring companion. The waterproof roll closure ensures safe and waterproof
storage of food and equipment. With its QL1
fixing it is quickly mounted and taken off the
bike rack. A shoulder strap provides carrying
comfort when taken off the rack.

BACK-ROLLER PLUS
In extended touring it shows what it’s made for.
The tough rear pannier made of tear-resistant
Cordura® fabric is 100% waterproof thanks
to its handy roll closure. With its QL2 fixing
it is quickly mounted and taken off the bike
rack. And once you arrive at your destination,
you can carry the Back-Roller Plus just like a
shoulder bag thanks to the included strap.

Further features:
Reflectors | Integrated inner pocket

Further features:
Reflectors | Integrated inner pocket
PS36C
1680 g/59.3 oz. (pair)
40 L/2441 cu.in. (pair)
42 • 23/32 · 17 cm/
16.5 • 9/12.6 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
F511
black
F513
graphite-black
F516
hazel-black
F518
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

PD620/PS490
1900 g/67.1 oz. (pair)
40 L/2441 cu.in. (pair)
42 • 23/32 · 17 cm/
16.5 • 9/12.6 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F530
red-black
F531
blue-black
F532
yellow-black
F535
grey-black
F539
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

LINE
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BIKE TOURING
front-roller

FRONT-ROLLER PLUS
Sturdy and tough for rough conditions. The
Front-Roller Plus made of abrasion-resistant
Cordura® is designed for lowriders in the front
or for the rear rack; it is also the right choice
for children’s bikes: “My first own panniers.”
The handy roll closures are 100% waterproof,
and provide plenty of room for your belongings. With the QL2 system fixing to the rack
is quick and easy.
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Further features:
Shoulder strap | Reflectors | Integrated
inner pocket
PS36C
1440 g/50.8 oz. (pair)
25 L/1526 cu.in. (pair)
30 • 25 · 14 cm/
11.8 • 9.8 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
F611
black
F613
graphite-black
F616
hazel-black
F618
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

FRONT-ROLLER CLASSIC
ORTLIEB’s far travelled classic model made
of robust polyester fabric is designed for
lowriders in the front or for the rear rack, and
is also suitable for children’s bikes. With its
QL1 system it is quickly mounted and taken
off the bike rack.
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Further features:
Shoulder strap | Reflectors | Integrated
inner pocket
PD620/PS 490
1590 g/56.1 oz. (pair)
25 L/1526 cu.in. (pair)
30 • 25 • 14 cm/
11.8 • 9.8 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F630
red-black
F631
blue-black
F632
yellow-black
F635
grey-black
F639
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

LINE

NEW:
First-Aid-Kits
for sector
CYCLING
page 134

WHITE LINE
NE
white-line

fabric
weight
volume
dim.
colours

BACK-ROLLER CLASSIC
see page 38
PD620/PS490
1900 g/67.1 oz. (pair)
40 L/2441 cu.in. (pair)
42 • 23/32 • 17 cm/
16.5 • 9/12.6 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
white-black
F544

fabric
weight
volume
dim.
colours

FRONT-ROLLER CLASSIC
see page 41
PD620/PS490
1590 g/56.1 oz. (pair)
25 L /1526 cu.in. (pair)
30 • 25 • 14 cm/
11.8 • 9.8 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
white-black
F644

size
fabric
volume
weight
dim.
colours
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SLING-IT
see page 82
XS
PD620/PS620C
3 L/183 cu.in.
424 g/15 oz.
18 • 26 • 9 cm/
7.1 • 10.2 • 3.5 in. (H x W x D)
white-black
K8003

S
12 L/732 cu.in.
610 g/21.5 oz.
31 • 28 • 14 cm/
12.2 • 11 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
K8103
colours white-black
size
volume
weight
dim.

fabric
volume
weight
dim.
colours

ZIP-CITY
see page 84
PD620/PS620C
S /14.5 L/885 cu.in.
540 g/19 oz.
30 • 37 · 13 cm/
11.8 • 14.6 • 5.1 in. (H x W x D)
white-black
K8501

M /23 L/1404 cu.in.
630 g/22.2 oz.
36 • 42 • 15 cm/
14.2 • 16.5 • 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
K8601
colours white-black
volume
weight
dim.

M
17 L/1037 cu.in.
750 g/26.5 oz.
36 • 36 • 14 cm/
14.2 • 14.2 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
K8203
colours white-black
size
volume
weight
dim.

fabric
weight
volume
dim.
colours

VELOCITY
see page 78
PD620/PS620C
1010 g/35.6 oz.
20 L/1221 cu.in.
47 • 28 •15 cm/
18.5 • 11 • 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
white-black
R4007

L
22 L/1343 cu.in.
916 g/32.3 oz.
38 • 39 • 15 cm/
15 • 15.4 • 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
K8303
colours white-black
size
volume
weight
dim.
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RECUMBENTBI
recumbent bags · -backpack

RECUMBENT BAGS (PAIR)
The large lid allows fast access to the bag’s
contents, and the large reflectors ensure safety at
night, in rain and fog. The QL2 mounting system
allows simple mounting and detachment with a
click. The removable shoulder strap and padded
handle guarantee comfortable transport options
when taken off the rack.

44

BACKPACK FOR RECUMBENT AND
SCOOTER BIKES
The flexible daypack by ORTLIEB is the right choice
for your trip. The padded shoulder straps of the
removable carrying system plus the handle allow
easy carrying. Fixing straps serve for quick attachment of the backpack to the recumbent rack or
scooter bike seat. Two outer mesh pockets allow
easy access to small items. The typical robust
ORTLIEB material mix of PVC-coated polyester and
Cordura®, and a large TIZIP zipper constitute an
optimal waterproof compartment. Reflectors on
both sides ensure safety at night, in rain or fog. A
hydration system (not included) can be integrated.

Further details:
Can be used individually | Mesh pocket (not
waterproof) | Elastic cord for fixation on the lid |
Removable bottle holster | 2 shoulder straps
Optional accessories: | Map case (article code
F14) | anti-theft-device
Note: Due to their length the panniers are suited
for recumbent bikes only.
PD620/PS620C
3100 g/109.4 oz. (pair)
54 L/3295 cu.in. (pair)
30 • 63 • 19 cm/
11.8 • 24.8 • 7.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
FL101
yellow-black
FL104
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

Further details:
Carrying handle | Waterproof TIZIP | Reflectors |
Removable carrying system | Fixation straps |
Outer mesh pockets (both sides) with zipper |
Passage for hydration tube at base
PD620/PS620C
980 g/34.6 oz.
18 L/1098 cu.in.
44 • 29 • 26 cm /
17.3 • 11.4 • 10.2 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
FL151
yellow-black
FL154
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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trunk-bag

ORTLIEB system

TRUNK-BAG
The waterproof Trunk Bag offers ample storage
space on your bike. It is perfect for touring, commuting, and errands. The compact rear bag is
made of tough and long lasting Cordura® fabric
with specially designed shaped sides. Once you
arrive at your destination, you can carry the
Trunk Bag as a shoulder bag with the included
strap. Prior to biking, simply fold the shoulder
strap and fix it on the top. Lateral reflectors and
light clip ensure safety in the dark and in bad
weather conditions (bike light not included).
The Trunk-Bag is available with the ORTLIEB rack
adapter for touring bikes (attachment of panniers is possible), the RIXEN & KAUL adapter
for seat post racks or the Racktime adapter for
Racktime racks (attachment of panniers is not
possible).
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Further features:
2 outer zippered neoprene pockets (not waterproof) | Internal zippered pocket
With ORTLIEB adapter
PS36C
1080 g/38.1 oz.
8 L/ 488 cu.in.
20 • 33 • 18 cm/
dim. 7.9 • 13 • 7.1 in. (H x W x D)
F8403
colours black
red-black
F8404
fabric
weight
volume

RIXEN&KAUL system

With RIXEN & KAUL adapter
PS36C
620 g/21.9 oz.
8 L/ 488 cu.in.
20 • 33 • 18 cm/
7.9 • 13 • 7.1 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F8451
red-black
F8452

RACKTIME system

fabric
weight
volume
dim.

With RACKTIME adapter
PS36C
700 g/24.7 oz.
8 L/ 488 cu.in.
20 • 33 • 18 cm/
7.9 • 13 • 7.1 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F8471
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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HANDLEBAR B
ultimate5

ULTIMATE5 PLUS
The Ultimate5 Plus is a bag-sized manager: it keeps everything
in order, and stores items quickly needed on the handle bar
within reach. This model is the ideal companion for extended
touring, day trips and commuting, handy to use on the bike
or comfortable to carry over your shoulder.
Optional accessories offered for the Ultimate5 Plus include a
waterproof map case and GPS cover, both for fixing on the lid.

ULTIMATE5 CLASSIC
Valuables, ID card, cash etc. are safely stored and
always at hand. The waterproof Ultimate5 Classic
is quickly mounted and removed, and can be
comfortably carried on your shoulder. Optional
accessories offered for the Ultimate5 Classic
include a removable internal divider, map case
and GPS cover, both for fixing on the lid.

Further features:
Mounting Set included | Two outer zippered mesh pockets |
Removable internal dividers | Strong 3M-Scotchlite reflector
| Inner pocket

Further features:
Mounting Set included | Strong 3M-Scotchlite
reflector | Inner pocket
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Long lasting organizers
The ORTLIEB Ultimate handle bar bag is a
must for bike touring: it stores those things
that need to be quickly at hand: accessories, documents, valuables etc. The light
weight perfection is tough and can be loaded heavily (up to 3 kg), but still compact
and flexible. The rigid lid and internal stiffener keep it in shape. Pickpockets will have
a tough time with the lockable handle bar
mounting set. However, the bag is quickly
and easily fixed and taken off. Extension
adapters are available for strongly bent handle bars; suitable for handlebars with a diameter up to 31.8 mm. All ORTLIEB handlebar bags are compatible with the mounting
system of Rixen & Kaul.

PS36C
680 g/24 oz.
7 L/427 cu.in.
21 • 23.5 · 13 cm/
8.3 • 9.3 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
F3041
black
F3043
graphite-black
F3053
yellow-black
F3054
hazel-black
F3055

PD620/PS490
650 g/23 oz.
7 L/427 cu.in.
21 • 23.5 · 13 cm/
8.3 • 9.3 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
F3044
blue-black
F3045
yellow-black
F3048
white-black
F3049
grey-black
F3051
black
F3052

700 g/25 oz.
L/8.5 L/519 cu.in.
21 • 23.5 · 17 cm/
8.3 • 9.3 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
F3039
colours black

670 g/24 oz.
L/8.5 L/519 cu.in.
21 • 23.5 · 17 cm/
8.3 • 9.3 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
F3038
colours black

fabric
weight
volume
dim.

weight
volume
dim.

fabric
weight
volume
dim.

weight
volume
dim.

AR BA
A

ultimate5 compact

MOUNTING SET
The lockable mounting block allows
the attachment of ORTLIEB handle
bar bags Utimate2-5. The mounting
cable can be secured simply and
fast. The reflective foil at the mounting
block increases safety in traffic.

ULTIMATE5 COMPACT
Ideal for short distances. This compact
handle bar bag model with lid closure
can even be used as handbag. Ultralight and suitable for all handlebars.
Mounting Set included
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PS36C

PS36C
470 g/16.6 oz.
2.7 L/165 cu.in.
20 • 17/14 • 8 cm/
7.9 • 6.7/5.5 • 3.1 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
graphite-black
F3031
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

fabric
weight
colours

red-black
orange-black
black ribbed-black
white-black

The mounting set is supplied with:
Allen key | Second set of keys
Optional accessories: | Extension
adapter | Replacement cable
fabric
weight
colours

PD620/PS490
500 g/17.7 oz.
Art.No.
F3032
F3033
F3034
F3035

EXTENSION ADAPTER
The Ultimate handle bar bags can also
be mounted to strongly bent comfort
bars such as Modolo or Humpert by
using the extension adapter between
the mounting set and the handle bar.
Usable only in combination with the
lockable mounting sets (E 164).

Polyamid
140 g/4.9 oz.
black

The extension adapter is supplied with:
Extra long mounting cable
fabric
weight
colours

Polyamid
100 g/3.5 oz.
black

Art.No.
E164

Art.No.
E165
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camera insert · gps cover

ACCESORIES

ultimate mapcase
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PADDED CAMERA INSERT
Ideal if you need your camera equipment or
binoculars right with you, but at the same
time safely protected. The padded camera
insert made of nylon is simply inserted
into the Ultimate2-5 models (M and L),
and converts your handle bar bag into a
professional camera bag. Formfit storage of
photo, video or optical equipment.
Specific features: Adjustable internal
dividers | Reinforced bottom
Nylon
190 g/6.7 oz.
12 • 22 • 13 cm/
4.5 • 8.7 • 4.8 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
grey
F94

fabric
weight
interior dim.

GPS COVER
Have your GPS or PDA within the field of
vision, and still know it is protected from
moisture, dirt and dust. The ORTLIEB GPS
cover is also a contemporary transport
solution on the bike for your mobile phone
or smartphones. It can be fixed, by means of
push buttons, to all handle bar bag models
Ultimate2-5, except those with roll closure
and the Compact versions. The devices can
be operated without any problem through
the UV resistant, transparent PU foil.
Neck cord and belt loop (vertical version
only) included.

MAPCASE FOR HANDLE BAR BAG
Having your route in front of your eyes is
especially important for long bike tours. The
ORTLIEB mapcase is attached to the handle
bar bag with push buttons, and is available
for all Ultimate2-5 handle bar bags (size
M and L).

PS17/PF15
portrait format
weight 50g/1.8 oz.
dim. 17 • 10.2 cm/6.7 • 4 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
colours
transparent-black
D251
fabric

landscape format
weight 45 g/1.6 oz.
dim. 11 · 16.5 cm/4.3 • 6.5 in.
(H x W)
Art.No.
colours
transparent-black
D252

Specific features: Turnable and foldable |
Interior dimensions 27 · 27 cm/10.6 ·
10.6 in.
PF15
70 g/2.5 oz.
27 • 27 · 12 cm/
10.6 • 10.6 • 4.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
transparent
F14
fabric
weight
dim.

INTERNAL DIVIDERS
The flexible and lightweight laminated foam
cross dividers fit all Ultimate2-5 handlebar
bags Classic and Plus (M & L).
Divides bag into 4 areas. | Foldable
M
Nylon
50 g/1.8 oz.
10 • 28 · 1.5 cm/
3.9 • 11 • 0.6 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
grey
F3901
size
fabric
weight
dim.

L
56/2 g/oz.
10 • 30.5 · 1.5 cm/
3.9 • 12 • 0.6 • in. (H x W x D)
F3902
colours grey
size
weight
dim.

BIKE
KE ACCESSORIES
carrying system · outer pockets

Can be combined with all
bike panniers
featuring edge
protectors.

PANNIER CARRYING SYSTEM
Flexibility on bike and on foot! The new and improved
Pannier Carrying System quickly converts your bike
pannier into a backpack. The thermally moulded
foam back pad along with padded and adjustable shoulder straps and chest strap guarantee a
comfortable carrying with excellent ventilation. Low
weight, the carrying system can be easily fixed onto
the pannier when not in use. It’s suitable for Front
and Back-Rollers, Bike-Packer, Sport-Packer, BikeTourer and Bike-Shopper. To fix the pannier onto the
carrying system, its top loops are hooked into the
pannier’s QL hooks, and the buckles are threaded
into the base edge protectors.
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Further features: | Carrying handle | Low volume |
Chest strap | Shoulder straps with reflective thread
Nylon
310 g/11 oz.
42 • 28 · 7.5 cm/
16.5 • 11 • 3 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
grey-black
F34
fabric
weight
dim.

OUTER POCKET
The versatile and removable outer
pocket offers space for important
items like tools, first-aid-kit etc. It features a roll closure and can be easily
and quickly fixed to the pannier with
a hook-on system. The little bag may
also be carried directly on the belt.
Size S with reflector is suitable for all
ORTLIEB bike panniers, size L can be
used on larger backpacks.
Further features: | Internal stiffener |
Including 1 mounting set (additional
mounting set available as optional
accessory)

ANTI-THEFT-DEVICE
A short diversion on foot or a small café
break without baggage is less hassle
now. No problem, the securing cable,
in combination with a cable or U-lock,
reliably prevents bike and motorcycle
panniers with QL2 mounting system
from being stolen. With plastic clips
to secure when not in use.

S
PS36C
105 g/3.7 oz.
1.8 L/110 cu.in.
20 • 12 • 7.5 cm/
7.9 • 4.5 • 3 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F91S
size
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

L
PS36C
160 g/5.6 oz.
3.2 L/152 cu.in.
22 • 16.5 · 8 cm/
8.7 • 6.5 • 3.1 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F91L
size
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

fabric
colour

Metal
silver
short 15 g/0.5 oz.
long 17 g/0.6 oz.

Art.No.
E124
E125
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BIKE ACCESS
ESS ON TOP OF GERMANY
mesh-pocket · bottle cage
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fabric
weight
colours

german outdoor paradise mecklenburg-vorpommern

MESH-POCKET FOR BAGS
Great for storing and airing helmet, shoes,
wet or dry clothing. The lightweight removable
mesh pocket can be fixed to ORTLIEB panniers and other bags, and folds away when
not needed. It comes with a mounting set for
waterproof fixing to the bag, which allows the
pocket to be taken off while the mounting set
stays on the bag. It is also compatible with
the ORTLIEB bottle cage or outer pocket (both
products are available as accessories).

BOTTLE CAGE FOR BAGS
It holds your drinking bottle within reach. The
lightweight polyethylene cage easily mounts
to bike panniers, backpacks or any other
bag, and securely holds standard bottles up
to 0.75 L/45 in. It comes with a mounting set
for waterproof fixing to the bag, which allows
the cage to be taken off while the mounting
set stays on the bag, as it is also compatible
with the ORTLIEB outer pocket or mesh pocket
(both products are available as accessories).

Further features:
Reflector | Draw cord

Further features:
Reflective ORTLIEB logo | Folds away for
storing

Nylon
150 g/5.3 oz.
black

Art.No.
F9121

fabric
weight
colours

PE
90 g/3.2 oz.
black

Art.No.
F9101

ADAPTER
lockable, for Travel-Biker/
Trunk-Bag
Polyamid/Aluminium
470 g/15 oz.
10 • 23 • 17 cm/
3.9 • 9 • 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
E174
fabric
weight
dim.

Globetrotters are travelling with their
ORTLIEB products and by various transport
means through all continents; be it on a
bike through Africa, on foot across Australia,
or on horse through the States. The pictures
of ORTLIEB friends and sponsored partners,
or even our photos that we bring back from
a catalogue shoot are quite spectacular.

With bag and baggage we head North, and
we must say the trip was worth it.
Thanks to the Mueritz National Park ranger
we started our photo shoot the way others
would finish it: with a sunset at Lake Priesterbaecker in the Mueritz National Park. This
enchanting location made us look forward
to the remainder of the shoot.

However, this year we were not heading
way up north to Scandinavia or travelling
through Central America. We consciously
decided to check out Germany’s North
Eastern part which is well known for its
romantic landscape; and above all it is so
close by.

The region Meckenburg Vorpommern
offers everything outdoor enthusiasts are
looking for. Watersport freaks are especially
fascinated by the natural tranquility of the
blue paradise, and love the numerous little
linked lakes and meandering rivers.
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germans outdoor paradise mecklenburgNext morning we got our canoes into the water of the
Feldberg Lakeland. We were extremely impressed by
the steep shores of Lake Luzin. The moraine landscape
offers breathtaking sights; for a short while paddling is
secondary. When we moved further north to the nature
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reserve of River Peene we were again
impressed by the unique flora and fauna.
At sunrise we watched grey herons and
ospreys passing our kayak, and beavers
swimming in the clear waters. It’s only fair
that the River Peene also bears the name
”Northern Amazon“. We concluded the day
sitting around a little campfire, admittedly
with a plague of mosquitoes.
Those who prefer land to water have
numerous options to explore the natural
world of Meckenburg Vorpommern on
foot or by bike. You will encounter dreamy,
cozy villages that let you leave your daily
life behind. As in old times we are moving
across cobblestone roads to attractive old
town centers where traditions are still alive.
We keep on moving and continue our
journey to the city of Stralsund.

GERMANY
vorpommern

The Hanseatic city is located on the sound
of the Baltic Sea, and separates the Island
of Rügen – where our journey will lead us
later - from the mainland.
At twilight we explored the historic Old Town
appointed in 2002 as a UNESCO World
Heritage site, and visited the Ozeaneum
in Stralsund’s harbor. The natural science
museum gave us an impression of the
Stralsund docks which are re-enacted in a
10m long aquarium.
Exhausted and tired but looking forward

to the next days we dropped in our beds. Next day
we crossed the 1000 ft. long bridge to the island of
Rügen. The 926 km2 island is Germany’s largest. Its
landscape is characterized by numerous bays, sounds,
and protruding peninsulas. National Park Jasmund is
a further World Heritage.
Soon after settling in our hotel in Lohme situated in the
north, we set off to explore the island’s landmark, the
White Cliffs. Starting at ”Victoria View“, we climb down
118 meters through beech forests to crystal-clear blue
waters at the pure and shiny white cliffs of the ”King’s
Chair“. This section of the former largest chalk plateau
was moved upwards by tectonic activity. The major
portion of this land mass has disappeared by erosion
and rifts. Numerous landslides subsequent to heavy
rain show the sensitivity of this ecosystem.
Further on in the central part of the island, still smelling

the scent of the sea, we looked for the
nicest avenues of trees. This section of the
German ”tree avenue“ is a real paradise
for cyclists. The interplay between light
and shadow created by passing through
kilometre-long tree rows leaves a bizarre
image of the landscape. Suddenly the road
widens and we get a glimpse of skies covered with kites. Here, on the little island of
Ummanz, watersport freaks find everything
their hearts desire: wind and water!
To round off the successful tour we were
able to see the island on our last day from
the water side. We took off in a sky blue
trawler from Sassnitz Harbor and photographed the White Cliffs in the morning

light. We were fortunate to have the sun on
our side before heading home.
Those who love nature, watersports, walking
and biking are just right here in Mecklenburg
Vorpommern. Enchanting landscapes and
friendly people are the region’s highlights.
It is perfect for outdoor activities in a group
or on your own.

If you wish to get more information on this
wonderful region in Germany’s North East:
Tourismusverband MecklenburgVorpommern e.V.
Platz der Freundschaft 1, 18059 Rostock
Germany
fon +49 (0)381 40 30-500, fax –555
info@auf-nach-mv.de
www.auf-nach-mv.de
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SADDLE BAGS
mudRacer [[led]]
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MUDRACER
Pure function: the waterproof MudRacer offers room
for tools, spare tube, keys, cell phone etc. The saddle
bag is super compact with fast access. The waterproof
thermoformed soft foam box prevents rattling noises.
A flexible silicone hood covers the top shell, the 2-way
zip and part of the lower shell. The large opening
allows quick access to your gear. The MudRacer is
easily mounted with two metrical screws, and can be
removed single handed. Available in two sizes.

MUDRACER LED
Their compact design quickly made them an ORTLIEB
classic among bike fans. The lightweight seat post bag
with an integrated LED rear light causes new sensation. The transparent silicone cover with flaps protects
the EVA box from dirt and spray. The internal foam
prevents noisy rattling during biking. The waterproof
soft foam box with removable inner pocket can be
opened easily and all the way around thanks to a
two-way zip.

Further features:
Adjustable distance to seat post | EVA foam box |
3M-Reflector | Velcro strap around seat post as
additional fixing | Mounting plate available as a
spare part e.g. for a second bike (article code E 97)

Further features:
Adjustable distance to seat post | Additional Velcro
fixation around seat post for extra security | Easy fixation of mounting set with two metrical screws | Fixation also available individually, e.g. for second bike
(article code E 97)

S
Silicone/EVA
0.7 L/42.7 cu.in
210 g/7.4 oz.
12 • 16 • 9 cm/
4.7 • 6.3 • 3.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black-transparent
F9612
size
fabric
volume
weight
dim.

M
1 L/61 cu.in
280 g/9.8 oz.
13 • 18 • 9.5 cm/
5.1 • 7.1 • 3.7 in. (H x W x D)
F9622
colours black-transparent
size
volume
weight
dim.

S
silicone/EVA
210 g/ 7.4 oz.
0.7 L/ 42.7 cu.in.
10 • 16 • 9 cm/
3.9 • 6.3 • 3.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
silver-transparent
F 9741
size
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

M
250 g/ 8.8 oz.
1.0 L/ 61 cu.in.
11 • 18 • 9.5 cm/
4.3 • 7.1 • 3.7 in. (H x W x D)
F 9751
colours silver-transparent
size
weight
volume
dim.
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SADDLE BAGS
AGS
micro · saddle-bag
01/2010

06/2011

MICRO
If all you need are the bare essentials, then
grab the Saddle-Bag Micro and get on your
bike. The roll closure with elastic bungees
make it 100% waterproof. Two screws make
for a simple fix. An ultralight Saddle-Bag with
minimal dimensions. With the click closure,
it‘s a breeze to quickly add or remove from
under the seat with just one hand. The perfect
Saddle-Bag for cyclists looking for minimal
weight.
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07/08-2011

PS36C

Further features:
Lightweight PU-coated nylon fabric |
Reflector | Optional accessory: Mounting
Set e.g. for a second bike (article code E 97)
PS21
140 g/5 oz.
0.6L/0.36 cu.in.
12 • 11 • 8 cm/
4.7. • 4.3 • 3.1 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
slate-black
F9651
light green-lime
F9652
signalred-orange
F9653
mango-orange
F9654

10/2011

SADDLE-BAG
ORTLIEB’s classic seat bag is available in
three sizes, depending on the type of tour.
The small version with 49 cu.in. is an excellent
fit for road applications, while the medium is
perfect for mountain bikers. Size L is a true
alternative to carrying a backpack, providing
room for equipment, snacks, extra shells and
tools for long day tours. It tucks in nicely under
the saddle, and often functions as protector
on bikes without fenders. The additional fixation with Velcro‚ around the seat post provides
firm and vibration-free mounting. The 100%
waterproof roll closure features buckles and
D-rings for locking the bag. The mounting set
is also availabe as accessory.
Futher features:
Scotchlite reflector | Alternative strap fastening set available as accessory

fabric
weight
volume
dim.

PS36C
S/0.8 L/49 cu.in.
210 g/7.4 oz.
9 • 12 • 11/7 cm/
3.5 • 4.7/4.3 • 2.8 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F96LS
fabric
volume
weight
dim.

M/1.3 L/79 cu.in.
250 g/8.8 oz.
9 • 14 · 12/7 cm/
3.5 • 5.5 • 4.7/2.8 in.
(H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F96LM
volume
weight
dim.
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L/2.7 L/165 cu.in
330 g/11.6 oz.
10 • 23 · 16/7 cm/
3.9 • 9.1 • 6.3/2.8 in.
(H x W x D)
F96LL
colours black
volume
weight
dim.

Classic M
PD620
1.3 L/79 cu.in.
300 g/10.6 oz.
9 • 14 · 12/7 cm/
3.5 • 5.5 • 4.7/2.8 in.
(H x W x D)
F96M2
colours black

feat./size
fabric
volume
weight
dim.

Fastening Straps for
Saddle-Bag
fabric Nylon
weight 60 g/ 2.1 oz.
F96E
colour black

MESSENGER
ER
messenger bag [pro]

Singletrack
Recommended
01/2009

MESSENGER BAG PRO
Smart bike messengers not only carry messages inside their bags,
but also display them on the outside. Our full-featured Messenger
Bag Pro has a professional display surface for additional advertising. The transparent, waterproof folder at the back offers space
for size A3 posters. The bag’s internal life has been designed with
insider know-how: the inner zippered pocket for receipts, maps,
pens etc. is removable by means of push buttons and can also be
attached to the waist belt. The organizer with subdividers keeps
important documents in order. Fast access and transport of bulky
shipments is guaranteed by the roll closure with extra long Velcro.
Security ranks high when biking all day long in city traffic: the
Messenger Bag Pro is kitted out with large sized reflectors.
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Further features:
Carry handle | Base with corner protection | Base feet
Optional accessories: Velcro extension | Innen division A3 | Organizer
(stable document folder) | Inner Pocket or Waist Strap Pocket with
folders for pens, map, receipts etc. (not waterproof)
PD620/PS620C
1300 g/45.9 oz.
30 L/1831 cu.in.
50 • 39 · 15.5 cm/
19.7 • 15.4 • 6.1 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
silver-black
F2301
yellow-black
F2302
orange-black
F2303
red-black
F2304
black
F2305
white-black
F2306

Further details: carrying handle, strap fixation, foam back with
improved ventilation, protected base by means of edge protectors
and bottom feet.
Optional accessories for Messenger Bag and Messenger Bag Pro:
| Cell Phone and Walkie Talkie-Holster | U-lock Holster

fabric
weight
volume
dim.

PD620/PS620C
1950 g/68.8 oz.
30 L/1831 cu.in.
50 • 39 • 15.5 cm/
19 • 15.4 • 6.1 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
F2201
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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All photos: Patrick Stößer · www.realfragment.de

MESSENGER BAG
ORTLIEB’s robust classic Messenger Bag is proportioned to carry loads
without ever weighing you down: the Velcro flap seals everything secure
and allows flexible packing height and quick access to A4 folders in its
30 Litre main compartment while the ventilated foam back, chest strap
and padded shoulder straps keep everything stable. Large reflectors on
sides and shoulder straps contribute to safety in bad weather conditions,
dusk and dawn.

MESSENGER
ER
messenger bag accessories

U-LOCK HOLSTER
Keeps your bike lock quickly at hand.
The padded holder is looped onto
the waist belt and holds all common
U-locks. Fits onto numerous ORTLIEB
products.

fabric
weight
colours

Light weight companions

Nylon
60/2.1 g/oz.
black

Art.No.
F32B
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The popular ORTLIEB backpacks and
daypacks are ideal for tough multi-day
treks into the wilderness or extended
shopping tours through the city. Their
characteristics: 100% waterproof, lots
of storage room, low weight, excellent
ventilation, comfortable carrying
systems and smart details.
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CELL PHONE HOLSTER
This cell phone case adapts to any
phone size. It is simply looped onto
the shoulder strap (50 mm width). The
Velcro top closure secures your mobile
and allows quick access. Perfect fit to
Messenger Bag, Messenger Bag Pro,
Zip-City and numerous other ORTLIEB
products.

ORGANIZER FOR
MESSENGER BAG
The organizer keeps documents tidy
and protected inside your courier bag.
One size A4 folder, 2 small pockets
and 2 pen slots help to keep everything in place. The organizer is fixed
to the back panel by push buttoms,
and can also be combined with the
ORTLIEB Waist Strap Pocket.
Nylon
180 g/6.4 oz.
25 • 37 · 32 cm/
9.8 • 14.6 • 12.6 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
colours
grey
F32D
fabric
weight
dim.

fabric
weight
colours

Nylon
40 g/1.4 oz.
black

Art.No.
F32H

WAIST STRAP POCKET
The ideal storage place for receipts,
map, pens, keys and wallet. The waist
strap pocket can either be buttoned
into the Messenger Bag or looped onto
the waist strap or belt to keep your
personal accessories at-the-ready. It
can be combined with the ORTLIEB
Messenger Bag and Organizer.
fabric
weight
dim.
colours

Nylon
90 g/3.2 oz.
24 • 22 cm/9.4 • 8.7 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
grey
F32G

BACKPACKS
KS
elevation

03/2011
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ELEVATION
An ORTLIEB innovation designed for higher
targets: the waterproof backpack with lid
closure is the right choice for mountaineering and alpine use. The compact pack is
made of tear and abrasion resistant nylon
fabric, a real gem when it comes to space
and carrying your equipment. Stuff that
can get wet and must be quick at hand, like
e.g. an ice axe, can be stored outside. The
air channel contact back system and the
anatomically shaped adjustable shoulder
and chest straps ensure high carrying
comfort on extended trips. The pack is
available in two sizes: 32 and 42 litres.

Further features:
Reinforced abrasion resistant base with
strap slots | Attachment loops | multifunctional compression straps | Daisychain,
axe and poles loops | Helmet carry system
| Chest strap with emergency whistle |
Removable hip strap with zip pockets and
gear racks | Inner pocket with two compartments, one zippered | Hydration tube
aperture
Optional accessories: outer pockets |
bottle cage | mesh pocket | pad for
looping onto compression straps

PS42R
32 L/1953 cu.in.
1280 g/45.2 oz.
60 • 31 • 30 cm/
23.6 • 12.2 • 11.8 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
slate
R5701
iceblue
R5702
fabric
volume
weight
dim.

42 L/2563 cu.in.
1310 g/46.2 oz.
70 • 32 • 31 cm/
27.6 • 12.6 • 12.2 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
slate
R5751
iceblue
R5752
volume
weight
dim.

track

BACKPACKS
KS
track

ﬂight
07/2011
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TRACK
This outdoor pack will take up lots of gear for
extended tours or several people. The waterproof backpack with roll closure is made of
tear and abrasion resistant nylon fabric; it is
compact and ergonomic. Two daisychains on
the waterproof front pocket plus outer pockets
(not waterproof) on the sides for water bottles etc., and trekking pole attachments turn
it into a transport talent. A lightweight carrying
system with adjustable distance mesh allows
air circulation. The backpack is comfortable
to carry, with adjustable chest, waist and
shoulder straps.
Further features:
Lightweight stainless steel frame | Internal
A4 organizer | Valuables pocket | Carrying
handle | Hydration tube aperture (up to 10.5
mm) for optional hydration system

FLIGHT
Take off and relax! The Flight features a TIZIP
zipper and a specially designed waterproof
connection to a lightweight stainless steel
frame. It offers space for all your essentials.
The backpack is comfortable to carry also
on long tours, for the carrying system with
adjustable distance mesh allows air circulation. Chest, waist and shoulder straps
are individually adjustable. The pack is
made of tear and abrasion resistant nylon
fabric. An optional hydration system can
be integrated for extended bike tours. The
pack features a sealable drinking tube

PS33/PS42R
1520 g/53.6 oz.
27 L/1648 cu.in.
53 • 28 · 21 cm/
21 • 11 • 8.3 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
lime-slate
R5211
black-slate
R5212
savannah-stone
R5213
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

1550 g/54.7 oz.
35 L/2136 cu.in.
58 • 28 · 22 cm/
22.8 • 11 • 8.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
lime-slate
R5311
black-slate
R5312
savannah-stone
R5313
weight
volume
dim.

NEW:
First-Aid-Kits
for sector
TREKKING
page 134

11/2011

elevation
aperture that accepts tubes up to 10.5 mm
diameter. It has a 3M reflector for safety in
the dark, and a fixing loop for a rear light.
Further features:
Waterproof front pocket with TIZIP zipper
| Side pockets (e.g. for drinking bottles) |
Internal A4 organizer | Valuables pocket
| Stow-away helmet carrier | Carrying
handle

PS33/PS42R
1310 g/46.2 oz.
22 L/1343 cu.in.
51 • 29 • 20 cm/
20 • 11.4 • 7.9 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
lime-slate
R5011
black-slate
R5012
light grey-grenadine R5013
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

1360 g/48 oz.
27 L/1648 cu.in.
56 • 29 • 22 cm/
22.3 • 11.4 • 8.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
lime-slate
R5111
black-slate
R5112
light grey-grenadine R5113
weight
volume
dim.
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BACKPACKS
packman pro2
p
p

09/2011

ﬂight

02/2011

cor 13
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PACKMAN PRO2
A real favourite for weekend explorations.
Whether you are hiking or biking, the robust
daypack Packman Pro2 is your best choice.
With its padded harness system and waist
strap it offers adjustability and excellent
ventilation in combination with carrying
comfort and perfect fit. The stowaway
helmet flap requires little space inside a
concealed front pocket. The waterproof
Packman Pro2 further features a roll closure with compression straps for packing
and compressed volume. Other features
include an integrated pocket for an
optional hydration system (not included),
and two lateral reflectors for visibility at
night and in bad weather conditions.

Further features:
Elastic zippered front organizer pocket
(not waterproof!) | Interior zippered valuables pocket | Waterproof aperture for
hydration tube (tube not included) | Carrying handle | Helmet fixing
PS33
1020 g/36 oz.
20 L/1221 cu.in.
47 • 28 · 15 cm/
18.5 • 11 • 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
dark grey-black
R3201
lime-black
R3202
savannah-black
R3203
red-black
R3204
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

BACKPACKS
KS
mountainX 31
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MOUNTAINX 31
Crossing the alps by mountain bike is a
unique experience. And if your plans include
the thought-through backpack MountainX 31,
your trip is guaranteed to be a success. The
MountainX 31 is made of durable PU-coated
nylon fabric and has two separate compartments: waterproof roll top closure, and
waterproof zip in the centre. The removable
inner compartment sheet divides the interior
in two sections, e.g. for clean and dirty equipment. The padded back carrying system with
ventilation channels and padded waist strap
ensures sufficient ventilation and carrying
comfort.
Further features:
Waterproof removable outer pocket for fixing
of helmet, clothing or first-aid-kit (not
included) | Fixing for optional rear light |

Reflectors | Sealing port for hydration tube
(up to 10.5 mm diameter) | Two lateral neoprene pockets e.g. for drinking bottles (not
waterproof) | Emergency whistle on ergonomic shoulder strap with chest strap | Loops
for fixing gear |Padded waist strap
PS42R
1200 g/42.3 oz.
31 L/1892 cu.in.
51 • 30 • 22 cm/
20 • 11.8 • 8.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
slate
R4901
signalred
R4902
oceanblue
R4903
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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mountainX 31
1

BACKPACKS

airﬂex
ﬂex 11
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AIRFLEX 11
The first trip will prove it: this backpack
makes your life lighter! Compact design
and 11 liter packing volume make the
AirFlex11 a full featured yet sleek and
waterproof pack with convenient roll closure. The Flex-Wire system with comfortable padding offers real carrying comfort.
The adjustable compression cord serves
for fixing a bike helmet or light jacket. Two
outer pockets (not waterproof) offer space
for small items which should be quickly
accessible. Two reflectors ensure good
visibility in the dark. The AirFlex 11 also
features a fixing loop for a rear light.

Further features:
Removable valuables pocket |
Snap hook for keys | Space for
optional hydration system
PS21R/PS42
650 g/20.9
11 L/671
42 • 26 • 12 cm/
16.5 • 10.2 • 4.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
slate-grey
R5601
lime-grey
R5602
signalred-grey
R5603
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

BACKPACKS
KS
cor 13 · velocity

05/2010

07/2009
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COR 13
The fascination of dynamic sports and high
performance technology. The minimalist
design and weight make this a pack you can
carry all day long. Though the COR13 has
no external frame, it is very comfortable.
The padded back with ventilation channels provides efficient air circulation. The
anatomically contoured shoulder straps
and chest strap are individually adjustable,
and keep the pack close to your body. The
100% waterproof nylon fabric is extremely
abrasion resistant and gives the pack its
low weight (only 700 g/24.5 oz.). Helmets
may be stowed under the adjustable and
removable front flap with large reflective
print. The main compartment houses a
sewn-in organizer for the inclusion of an
optional hydration system. It goes without
saying that the COR13 is well suited for
hiking and ski tours. Snowboarders can fix
their board under the front flap, and will
enjoy the COR’s perfect fit during freeriding.

VELOCITY
ORTLIEB’s compact messenger bag doubles
as an energetic day-tripper and waterproof
commuter pack. This versatile piece is a
favourite with students. It features an interior
pocket with zipper for organizing small items
and a carrying handle. Comfortable: robust
foam back for optimal air circulation. Stable:
bottom is protected by abrasion protectors
at corners and bottom feet. Safety: fixing for
light or helmet.

Further features:
Waterproof TIZIP | Zipped valuables pocket inside flap (not
waterproof!) | Sealable aperture for hydration tube | Tube
clip on shoulder strap | Key
ring inside
PS33
700 g/24.5 oz.
13 L/793 cu.in.
44 • 25 • 22 cm/
17.3 • 9.8 • 8.7 in. (H x W x D)
colours
Art.No.
black-black
R5504
black-oceanblue
R5505
black-red
R5506
black-white
R5507
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

PD620/PS620C
1010 g/35.6 oz.
20 L/1221 cu.in.
47 • 28 • 15 cm/
18.5 • 11 • 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
silver-black
R4001
blue-black
R4002
yellow-black
R4003
black
R4005
white-black
R4006
aubergine-black
R4008
lime-black
R4009
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

LINE
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BACKPACKS
KS
hip-pack2
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HIP-PACK2
You want freedom not limitations. The ergonomic interpretation of a day pack is called
Hip-Pack2. The waterproof waistpack with
padded and individually adjustable carrying system and breathable hip pads
allows freedom of movement during all
outdoor activities or extended sightseeing
tours. An extra wide waist strap offers great
comfort; the pack may also be carried in
the front. The smart system offers space for
your essentials from rain jacket to camera,
and is super light weight. In addition to
the elastic front pocket there are two zippered mesh pockets (not waterproof) and
a removable valuables pocket. Two further
lateral pockets are provided with a draw
cord, e.g. for bottles.
Further features:
Roll closure | Compression straps | Carrying handle | Fixing for rear light

PS21R/PS42
470 g/16.6 oz.
3 L/183 cu.in.
22 • 25 • 6 cm/
8.7 • 9.8 • 2.4 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
slate-grey
R1010
lime-grey
R1011
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

490 g/17.3 oz.
5 L/305 cu.in.
23 • 28 • 7 cm/
9 • 11 • 2.8 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
slate-grey
R1030
lime-grey
R1031
weight
volume
dim.
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CITY-BAGS
sling-it
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PS36C

Real life
No time for a break: job, appointments, or errands to run. You
truly need functional bags joining in from shopping trips to business meetings, from getting stuck in subway doors to being super
packed with junk. The ORTLIEB city line includes the colourful ZipCity and the all-round bag Sling-it.

SLING-IT
ORTLIEB’s waterproof all-rounder. From
high school and college to business
and travel, the Sling-it has it covered.
This bag will be your companion for
adventure and any activity. The covering
flap with Velcro seal offers all-round
protection with fast access. The broad
and adjustable shoulder strap with pad
ensures comfortable transport. All sizes
(except XS) feature a removable back
strap for wearing the Sling-it on your
back when biking. The internal features
help you organize and offer plenty of
room for laptops.
Further features:
Two zippered internal pockets (size M
& L) | Spacious inner compartment
with slots for pens, mobile phone etc. |
Removable internal snap hook for keys
| Optional accessories: Notebook
Sleeves in 10“ & 13.3“ for size S,
15.4“ for size M and 17“ for size L
(see page 89)

fabrics

size colours

PS36C

XS graphite-black
cinnamon-hazel
light grey-graphite
black ribbed-black
silver-black
S graphite-black
cinnamon-hazel
light grey-graphite
black
black ribbed-black
silver-black
M graphite-black
cinnamon-hazel
light grey-graphite
black
black ribbed-black
silver-black
L
graphite-black
cinnamon-hazel
light grey-graphite
black
black ribbed-black
silver-black

PD620/
PS620C
PS36C

PD620/
PS620C
PS36C

PD620/
PS620C
PS36C

PD620/
PS620C

height cm/in. width cm/in depth cm/in Vol.L/cu.in. weight g/oz
18/7.1

26/10.2

9/3.5

3/183

338/11.9

424/15
31/12.2

28/11

14/5.5

12/732

528/18.6

36/14.2

14/5.5

17/1037

698/24.6

39/15.4

15/5.9

22/1343

848/29.9

610/21,5
36/14.2

750/26.5
38/15

916/32.3

Art No.
K8051
K8052
K8053
K8001
K8002
K8151
K8152
K8153
K8154
K8101
K8102
K8251
K8252
K8253
K8254
K8201
K8202
K8351
K8352
K8353
K8354
K8301
K8302

LINE
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CITY BAGS
S
zip-city
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ZIP-CITY
Great looks for our classic eye-catcher in
the city jungle: the waterproof courier-style
Zip-City combines form and function be it
the grey-black design, or the more colourful
versions. The interior offers an array of easy
access pockets for files, digital accessories
and everyday essentials, pen holders and
key snap hook. Available in sizes S and M.
Further features:
Courier-style messenger bag with TIZIP |
Extra wide comfortable padded shoulder
strap | Separate accessories: Notebook
Sleeve 10“ & 13.3“ for size S, 15.4“ for
size M fixing strap for cycling (keeps bag
in place on your back)

LINE

PD620/PS620C
540 g/17.4 oz.
S/14.5 L/885 cu.in.
30 • 37 · 13 cm/
11.8 • 14.6 • 5.1 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
aubergine-white
K8502
orange-red
K8503
grey-black
K8505
black
K8506
white-blue
K8507
lime-blue
K8508
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

PD620/PS620C
630 g/20.3 oz.
M/23 L/1404 cu.in.
36 • 42 · 15 cm/
14.2 • 16.5 • 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
K8602
colours aubergine-white
orange-red
K8603
grey-black
K8605
black
K8606
white-blue
K8607
lime-blue
K8608
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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CITY BAGS
city-shopper

in-town
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CITY-SHOPPER
The City-Shopper is a „must have“ for your city
tour! The light-weight shoulder bag with 10 L
volume will happily accommodate your work
& play needs with maximum protection and
comfort. The vertical style is perfect for storing
A4 files, 10“ and 13.3“ laptops. The padded
shoulder strap and reinforced back ensure
carrying comfort. It features a reinforced
base and rear to protect the bag from dirt
and damage.
Further features:
Zippered inner pocket | Snap-hook for keys
| Pen holder
Optional accessory: Notebook Sleeve 10“ &
13.3“

PS33
570 g/18.3 oz.
10 L/610 cu.in.
42 • 32 • 10 cm/
16.5 • 12.6 • 3.9 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
K8701
light grey-black
K8702
savannah-black
K8703
lime-black
K8704
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

IN-TOWN
Off to work with In-Town! The waterproof
briefcase easily accommodates your
everyday digital and offline essentials, e.g.
large files and a 13.3“ or 15.4“ laptop. It
features an internal organizer with two zippered and sleeve pockets. A broad, padded,
adjustable and detachable shoulder strap
provides comfort even with a heavily packed
bag.
Further features:
Internal dividers with pockets | Snap-hook
for keys | Carrying handle | Reflective
ORTLIEB logo on front

PD620/PS620C
990 g/31.8 oz.
18 L/1098 cu.in.
36 • 36 • 14 cm/
14.2 • 14.2 • 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
K8801
orange-black
K8802
lime-black
K8804
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

ACCESSOIRES
notebook insert

sling-it
NOTEBOOK SLEEVES (not waterproof)
Data protection starts with the laptop transport.
Therefore, ORTLIEB developed extra soft sleeves
for sensitive hardware. The new 10“ version is
designed for all standard tablets and Netbooks.
The EVA foam which is covered with nylon fabric
protects from shock, impacts and crashes. The
indispensable transport assistants are just as versatile as the laptop that they protect. Horizontally
they fit inside Office-Bags, Zip-Citys and Sling-its
(except size XS), vertically they protect equipment
inside backpacks and messenger bags. Covered
zippers with adjustable and positionable inside
corner pads prevent damage. On the rear side the
sleeves have external organizers with slots and
zippered pockets for important accessories like
pens, CDs and USB sticks. The external pocket
with folders on the front offer storage for power
cord and other small items.

88

Further features:
2 loops for easy removal out of the pocket | Vertical and horizontal zipper, covered on the inside
| Available in four sizes.

city-shopper

fabric
screen
weight
dim.

Nylon
10“
150 g /5.3 oz.
21 • 28.5 • 3.5 cm/8.3 • 11.2 • 1.4 in.
(H x W x D)

internal:
20.5 • 28 • 3 cm/8.13 • 11 • 1.2 in.
colour
Art.No.
black
F8801
dim.

13.3“
230 g /8.1 oz.
24.5 • 33.5 • 3.5 cm/
9.6 • 13.2 • 1.4 in. (H x W x D)
dim. internal:
24 • 33 • 3 cm/9.4 • 13 • 1.2 in.
colour black
F8802

screen
weight
dim.

15.4“
290 g / 10.2 oz.
28,5 • 38.5 • 4 cm/11.2 • 15.2 • 1.6 in.
(H x W x D)
dim. internal:
28 • 38 • 3.5 cm/11 • 15 • 1.4 in
colour black
F8803

screen
weight
dim.

17“
320 g /11.3 oz.
31.5 • 43.5 • 4 cm/12.4 • 17.1 • 1.6 in.
(H x W x D)
dim. Internal dimensions:
31 • 43 • 3.5 cm/12.2 • 16.9 • 1.4 in.
colour black
F8804

screen
weight
dim.
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travel-zip

rack-pack

06/2010
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RACK-PACK
This 100% waterproof travel bag has all
the advantages of an easy to use dry bag:
its flexible and variable packing volume
adjusts to any situation and takes all the
gear for travelling and sports. The roll closure with stiffener bar has its roots in stuff
sack technology. It fits perfectly into bike
trailers and sizes S or M can be combined
with ORTLIEB Back- and Front-Rollers Plus
and Classic on the rack for bike touring.
This robust multi-talent bag is also good
on motorcycles. Comfortably carried with
adjustable padded shoulder strap and
carrying handles. Rack-Pack is available in
four sizes.

fabrics

size colours

PD 620 S

PD 620 M

PD 620 L

PD 620 XL

Further features:
Roll closure with stiffener bar | Compression straps | Buckles for combining with
bike panniers

red
yellow
black
grey
white-black
red
yellow
black
grey
white-black
red
yellow
black
grey
white-black
red
yellow
black
grey
white-black

height cm/in.

width cm/in depth cm/in Vol.L/cu.in. weight g/oz

24/9,4

48/18,9

24/9,4

24/1465

670/23,7

30/11,8

54/21,3

27/10,6

31/1892

760/26,8

34/13,4

61/24

32/12,6

49/2990

910/32,1

40/15,7

71/28

40/15,7

89/5431

1190/42

Art No.
K39
K61H2
K61
K61H1
K61H3
K40
K62H2
K62
K62H1
K62H3
K41
K63H2
K63
K63H1
K63H3
K42
K64H2
K64
K64H1
K64H3

TRAVEL-ZIP
A versatile duffle you can use for sports,
weekend or business trips. The extremely
durable and abrasion resistant Cordura fabric
is designed for heavy duty use, repells dirt
and is easy to clean. The Travel-Zip is carried
with its adjustable shoulder strap, with the
handles, or with a quick adjustment, on the
back. It is 100% waterproof and features two
meshed side zip pockets (not waterproof) for
tickets and passport.

PD620/PS620C
S
990 g/34.9 oz.
30 L/1831 cu.in.
24 • 46 • 31 cm/
9.4 • 18.1 • 12.2 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
K1110
beige-black
K1111
aubergine-black
K1113
lime-black
K1114
fabric
size
weight
volume
dim.

Further features: Waterproof TIZIP
M
1200 g/42.3 oz.
50 L/3051 cu.in.
26 • 58 • 38 cm/
10.2 • 22.8 • 15 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
K1210
beige-black
K1211
aubergine-black
K1213
lime-black
K1214
size
weight
volume
dim.
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TRAVEL
dufﬂe

09/2010

rack-pack

02/2011

travel-zip
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rack-pack

DUFFLE
The Duffle is for adventurers searching the
extreme and expecting excellent performance. The waterproof travel bag protects
clothing etc. from water and dirt, and can
quickly be converted into a backpack by
using the padded handles as shoulder
straps. A long TIZIP zip allows quick access
to your gear. Internal straps compress the
volume. The tough PS620C base fabric
makes it an extremely durable expedition
bag.
Further features:
2 internal zippered pockets | 1 outer zippered pocket (not waterproof!) | Daisy
chain for fixing and attaching further gear |
Easy to clean

PD620/PS620C
1180 g/38 oz.
60 L/3661 cu.in.
29 • 58 • 35 cm/
11.4 • 22.8 • 13.8 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
K1431
white-black
K1432
sunyellow-black
K1433
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

1360 g/43.7 oz.
85 L/5187 cu.in.
31 • 65 • 44 cm/
12.2 • 25.6 • 17.3 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
K1401
white-black
K1402
sunyellow-black
K1403
weight
volume
dim.

1490 g/52.6 oz.
110 L/6713 cu.in.
34 • 70 • 46 cm/
13.4 • 27.6 • 18.1 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
K1451
white-black
K1452
sunyellow-black
K1453
weight
volume
dim.

X-PEDITION
Foto: B. Nehrhoff v. Holderberg

big-zip

dufﬂe
94
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BIG-ZIP
Active explorers require heavy duty equipment that can easily handle intensive and
continuous use. Big Zip is made of tough
welded fabric PD900 with waterproof TIZIP,
and offers reliable protection for baggage
transport on airline, train, rafts or trekking
tours. With a mammoth 140 litres of storage
space it will hold everything you need for a
long expedition. Big-Zip may be carried on
the back with its extra wide padded carrying straps. Padded carry handles on both
ends allow portaging by two people. Internal
compression straps will keep your equipment
in place. Proportioned to carry loads and to
keep them 100% waterproof.

Further features:
Easy access with long zipper | D-rings for
fixing and securing | Tough patches |
Padded carrying handles | Easy to clean
PD900
1950 g/68.8 oz.
140 L/8544 cu.in.
30 • 92 • 50 cm/
11.8 • 36.2 • 19.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
K1301
orange
K1302
yellow
K1303
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

X-PEDITION
N
transporter
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TRANSPORTER
The Transporter is designed for large stuff.
The durable, waterproof all-round backpack
made of coated polyester and Cordura takes
up even huge bulky goods. With the adjustable lid, the reinforced base and external
compression straps it is predestined for
numerous transport jobs in tough environments. The contoured shoulder straps guarantee carrying comfort.
Further features:
Lid with Cordura folding protection | Loops
for fixing gear and rear light (not included) |
Carrying handle | Inner pocket

PD620
1250 g/44.1 oz.
49 L/2990 cu.in.
50 • 39 • 23 cm
19.7 • 15.4 • 9.1 in. (H x W x D)
colours
Art.No.
black
R1601
red
R1602
orange
R1603
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

X-PEDITION
N
x-plorer
p
· x-tremer

X-TREMER XL & XXL
There are three things that you need for
a new adventure: a little bit of courage,
optimal equipment and the sturdy
X-Tremer. Whether you choose size XL or
XXL, both sizes are huge, and true alternatives to rigid boxes and bulky barrels. Also
suitable as protective cover for luggage.
And when empty, they are easy to fold flat
into a little package.
Further features:
Three D-rings for fixing and locking with
e.g. padlocks | Bottom loop for hauling
and fixing | Weld-on patches with tearstrength up to 1102 lb/500 kg | Easy to
clean
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X-PLORER
This stuff sack is the perfect choice for
canyoning, climbing or caving. It is also a
favourite luggage piece on motorcycles. The
combination of rucksack and dry bag is by
far lighter than a conventional backpack with
carrying system. It is available in two sizes,
and when empty, it can be rolled into a flat
little package.
Further features:
D-rings at the closure | Handle and bottom
loop for tying, locking, hauling or fixing a
carabiner | Carrying handle | Easy to clean

PD620/PS490
M
640 g/22.6 oz.
35 L/2136 cu.in.
60 • 27 cm/
23.6 • 10.6 in. (H x Diam.)
colours Art.No.
red
K97HM
blue
K97BM
fabric
size
weight
volume
dim.

L
790 g/27.9 oz.
59 L/3600 cu.in.
70 • 31 cm/
27.6 • 12.2 in. (H x Diam.)
Art.No.
colours
red
K97HL
blue
K97BL
size
weight
volume
dim.

fabric
weight
volume
dim.
colours

X-Tremer XL
PD620/PS620C
1150 g/40.6 oz.
109 L/6652 cu.in.
82 • 39 cm/32.9 • 15.4 in. (H x Diam.)
Art.No.
red-black
K90
black
K951

X-Tremer XXL
PD620/PS620C
1320 g/46.6 oz.
130 L/7933 cu.in.
82 • 50 • 30 cm/
32 • 19.7 • 11.8 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
red-black
K91
black
K961
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

Take off!
ORTLIEB provides the right dry bags
designed for your requirements of
your trip, by bike, motorbike, on
foot, on horseback, on land or on
water. The PS490, PD350, PS21R
dry bags and dry bag with and without window are newly designed.
The PS21R and window models now
come in a light honeycomb fabric
with new designs and functions.
The lime coloured bags in PS21R,
PD350 and PS490 feature a valve
for deflation and easier packing.
Our proven roll closure allows the
bag to end up exactly the size determined by its contents. And since
every ounce counts on long trips,
the favourite waterproof sacks are
also available in an ultra lightweight version.
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DRY BAGS

dry bag liners ps10 / ps33

ultralight dry bags PS 10
07/2009
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ULTRALIGHT DRY BAG PS 10
Where can you store dirty laundry, wet
socks or toys? PS 10 pack sacks in
four different colours and seven sizes,
made from durable nylon material, are
the perfect solution. Colour coding helps
organize and locate items quickly. Each
pack displays volume in litres. Endless
storage options inside backpacks or panniers. These robust dry bags store, organize
and protect your gear from water, dust and
dirt and save you from endless searching.

Further features:
Broad base loop for easy unpacking |
Reinforced circular base made of folding
and abrasion-resistant PS17 fabric | Also
available as an ultralight liner with sturdy
square-shaped base (31 x 42 cm/ 16.5 x
12.2 in.)
Attention: Closure must be rolled at least
5-6 times. Please add 15-20 cm/5-8 in. for
the total length.

DRY BAG LINER PS 10/PS 33
Sometimes it‘s what‘s inside that counts:
the durable waterproof liner made of
coated nylon fabric with roll closure
designed as a rucksack or pack liner. An
ideal supplement for non-waterproof duffles, backpacks or trekking packs. It will
keep your gear dry and clean. The square
shaped base made of abrasion resistant
PS33 uses every inch in your pack. Available in three sizes.

Further features:
Broad base loop for holding and easy
unpacking | Easy to clean |Roll closure
with stiffener bar and buckles
Attention: Closure must be rolled at least 6
times prior to immersion in water; not submersible

NEW:
First-Aid-Kits
for sector
CANOE/KAYAK
page 134
technical specifications page 108

technical specifications page 108

DRY BAGS
compression dry bags
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COMPRESSION DRY BAG WITH
VALVE
No air left! If you can say this about your
ORTLIEB compression dry bag, you will be
happy about gaining further space inside
your pack. By means of the valve mechanism air is expelled from the bag, reducing
the packing volume to a minimum. The
ultralight nylon fabric PS 10 is 100%
waterproof - an ideal supplement for non
waterproof baggage. The roll closure with a
fabric stiffener bar is easy for one person
to handle.
Available in 3 sizes.

COMPRESSION DRY BAG WITH
VALVE AND STRAPS
The ultralight compression dry bag is
also available with valve and straps for
maximum compression. It is particularly
suited for compressing sleeping bags.
Further features of both models:
Buckles | Robust fabric at base: abrasion
and tear resistant PS 17 | Broad base
loop for easy unpacking and fixing

technical specifications page 108

DRY BAGS
PS 21 R [with window]
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ps 21r

pd 350

DRY BAG PS 21R
The PS21R light-weight drybag made of sturdy PUcoated nylon fabric stores, protects and organizes
all sorts of outdoor gear and clothing. Six sizes,
three colours and endless storage options! Its
high values include extremely high abrasion and
folding resistance and lightweight. A base loop
serves for fixing, hauling, locking and easy holding
during unpacking. The lime coloured bags feature
a compression valve.
Further features:
Two D-rings for fixing and locking | Visible indication of volume | Easy to clean
Attention: Closure must be rolled at least 3-4
times prior to immersion into water

technical specifications page 108

DRY BAG WITH WINDOW
Take the guesswork out of what’s packed
inside. ORTLIEB Window Dry Bags are light
and robust.They feature a translucent panel
that lets you see into the bag and quickly
find what you need. It stows away your
equipment without hiding it. The Window
Dry Bags have a secure D-ring attachment
and close with our waterproof roll-down
closure for quick access. Appreciated
during large expeditions and family trips.
Further details:
Buckles with two D-rings for securing or
locking | Bottom loop for fixing or holding
during unpacking | Easy to clean inside

DRY BAGS
pd 350 · ps 490
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DRY BAG PD 350
PD 350 dry bags are fully featured and great value.
New colour combinations, proven roll closure and
single stiffener bar ensure 100% waterproofness, protection and optimal packing volume.
A reinforced base provides stability and easier
loading. The models in colour lime feature a valve
for deflating and compressing. Available in various
sizes to suit all needs.
Buckles with two D-rings for securing or locking |
Bottom loop for fixing or holding during unpacking
| Reinforced base of PD620 for increased stability
| Easy to clean inside

DRY BAG PS 490
Proven on tracks and trails around the world, PS
490 dry bags are versatile and durable. Made with
one of ORTLIEB’s strongest heavy-duty fabrics, they
can withstand just about anything. They feature a
roll-down closure with stiffener bar, a tough base
that makes packing easier than ever, and D-rings
for securing inside a boat or on top of a luggage
rack. The PS 490 bags are designed for extreme
applications and are even used as haul sacs. New:
all sizes 59 litres and above feature additional side
handles. The model in black-lime has a valve for
deflation and easier packing.

Further details:
Buckles with two D-rings for securing or locking |
Bottom loop for fixing or holding during unpacking
| Reinforced base of PD 620 for increased stability | Easy to clean inside

Further details:
Buckles with two D-rings for securing or locking |
Base loop for fixing or holding during unpacking |
Easy to clean inside

technical specifications page 108

TABLE DRY
Y BAGS
fabric
ultralight PS10
dry bags PS10

vol. L/cu.in.

1.5/91

3/183

7/427

12/732

22/1343

42/2564

75/4575
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ultralight PS10
compression dry bags
PS10 with valve

7/427

dry bag liners PS10 PS10
dry bag PS10/
liners PS10/PS33 PS33
dry bags PS21R PS10

height cm/in.

8/3.1

circum. cm/in.

38.3/15

diam. cm/in.

12.2/4.7

weight g/oz.

30/1.1

15/5.9

44/17.3

14/5.5

38/1.3

27/10.6

55/21.7

17.5/6.9

54/1.9

32/12.6

67.5/26

21.5/8.5

70/2.5

42/16.5

57/22

70/27.6

100.5/39.4

124/49

32/12.6

39.5/14.6

144/5.1

190/6.7

dry bags PS21R
with window

PS21R/
PF15

13/793
22/1343
35/2136

slate-transp.
slate-transp.
slate-transp.

dry bags PD350

PD350

5/305
7/427
10/610
13/793
22/1343
35/2136
59/3600
79/4821
109/6652

42/16.5

83.2/32.7

26.5/10.4

108/3.8

7/427
12/732

dark grey
dark grey

27/10.6
32/12.6

55/21.7
67.5/26.6

17.5/6.9
21.5/8.5

122/4.3
152/5.4

K2301
K2302

height cm/in.

width cm/in.

depth cm/in.

42/2564
75/4575

grey
grey

42-short
70-long

42/16.5
70/27.6

31/12.2
31/12.2

164/5.8
192/6.8

K20902
K21002

13/793
50/3051
120/7323

olive-black
olive-black
olive-black

35/13.8
64.3/25.3
65.4/25.8

23.8/9.4
38.5/15.2
62.6/24.6

17.4/6.9
24.4/9.6
35.7/14.5

100/3.5
180/6.3
320/11.3

K2191
K2193
K2196

22/1343

height cm/in.

circum. cm/in.

diam. cm/in.

42/16.5

60/23.6

19/7.5

170/6.0

59/3600

52/20.5

70/27.6

22/8.7

220/7.8

60/23.6

83/32.7

26/10.2

280/9.9

70/27.6

96/37.8

31/12.2

360/12.7

75/29.5

107/42.1

34/13.4

420/14.8

80/31.5

122/48.0

39/15.4

520/18.3

K1551
K1552
K1651
K1652
K1751
K1752
K1851
K1852
K1931
K1932
K1981
K1982

35/2136
59/3600
79/4821
109/6652

K2201
K2211
K2202
K2212
K2203
K2213

colour

13/793
22/1343
35/2136
59/3600
79/4821
109/6652

74/2.6

22/1343

58/2

vol. L/cu.in.

21.5/8.5

slate
signalred
slate
signalred
slate
signalred
slate
signalred
slate
signalred
slate
signalred

17.5/6.9

104/3.7

PS21R

67.5/26

13/793

55/21.7

26.5/10.4

fabric

dry bags PS21R
with valve

32/12.6

12/732

27/10.6

83.2/32.7

Art. No.

K20101
K20102
K20103
K20104
K20201
K20202
K20203
K20204
K20401
K20402
K20403
K20404
K20501
K20502
K20503
K20504
K20601
K20602
K20603
K20604
K20701
K20702
K20703
K20704
K20801
K20802
K20803
K20804

orange
dark grey
orange
dark grey
orange
dark grey

22/1343
compression dry bags PS10
with valve and strap

colour

orange
dark grey
light green
olive
orange
dark grey
light green
olive
orange
dark grey
light green
olive
orange
dark grey
light green
olive
orange
dark grey
light green
olive
orange
dark grey
light green
olive
orange
dark grey
light green
olive

height cm/in.

circum. cm/in.

diam. cm/in.

weight g/oz.

170/6.0
220/7.8
280/9.9
360/12.7
420/14.8
520/18.3

K1503
K1603
K1703
K1803
K1903
K1953

42/16.5
52/20.5
60/23.6

60/23.6
70/27.6
83/32.7

19/7.5
22/8.7
26/10.2

160/5.6
210/7.4
270/9.5

K7051
K7061
K7071

black-slate
20/7.9
cranberry-signalred
black-slate
25/9.8
cranberry-signalred
black-slate
34/13.4
cranberry-signalred
black-slate
42/16.5
cranberry-signalred
black-slate
52/20.5
cranberry-signalred
black-slate
60/23.6
cranberry-signalred
black-slate
70/27.6
cranberry-signalred
black-slate
75/29.5
cranberry-signalred
black-slate
80
cranberry-signalred

60/23.6

19/7.5

150/5.3

60/23.6

19/7.5

160/5.6

60/23.6

19/7.5

190/6.7

60/23.6

19/7.5

220/7.8

70/27.6

22/8.7

290/10.2

83/32.7

26/10.2

370/13.1

96/37.8

31/12.2

480/17.0

107/42.1

34/13.4

560/19.8
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39

700

K4051
K4052
K4151
K4152
K4351
K4352
K4451
K4452
K4551
K4552
K4651
K4652
K4751
K4752
K4851
K4852
K4951
K4952

lime
lime
lime
lime
lime
lime

42/16.5
52/20.5
60/23.6
70/27.6
75/29.5
80/31.5

60/23.6
70/27.6
83/32.7
96/37.8
107/42.1
122/48.0

19/7.5
22/8.7
26/10.2
31/12.2
34/13.4
39/15.4

Art. No.

dry bags PD350
with valve

PD350

5/305
7/427
10/610
13/793
22/1343
35/2136
59/3600
79/4821
109/6652

olive-lime
olive-lime
olive-lime
olive-lime
olive-lime
olive-lime
olive-lime
olive-lime
oliv-lime

20/7.9
25/9.8
34/13.4
42/16.5
52/20.5
60/23.6
70/27.6
75/29.5
80/31.5

60/23.6
60/23.6
60/23.6
60/23.6
70/27.6
83/32.7
96/37.8
107/42.1
122/48.0

19/7.5
19/7.5
19/7.5
19/7.5
22/8.7
26/10.2
31/12.2
34/13.4
39/15.4

150/5.3
160/5.6
190/6.7
220/7.8
290/10.2
370/13.1
480/17.0
560/19.8
700/24.7

K4003
K4103
K4303
K4403
K4503
K4603
K4703
K4803
K4903

dry bags PS490

PS490

13/793

black-grey
black-red
black-grey
black-red
black-grey
black-red
black-grey
black-red
black-grey
black-red
black-grey
black-red

42/16.5

60/23.6

19/7.5

290/10.2

52/20.5

70/27.6

22/8.7

370/13.0

60/23.6

83/32.7

26/10.2

450/15.9

70/27.6

96/37.8

31/12.2

640/22.6

75/29.5

107/42.1

34/13.4

750/26.5

80/31.5

122/48.0

39/15.4

900/31.7

K5351
K5352
K5451
K5452
K5551
K5552
K5651
K5652
K5751
K5752
K5851
K5852

42/16.5
52/20.5
60/23.6
70/27.6
75/29.5
80/31.5

60/23.6
70/27.6
83/32.7
96/37.8
107/42.1
122/48.0

19/7.5
22/8.7
26/10.2
31/12.2
34/13.4
39/15.4

290/10.2
370/13.0
450/15.9
640/22.6
750/26.5
900/31.7

35/2136

79/4821
109/6652
dry bags PS490
with valve

PS490

13/793
22/1343
35/2136
59/3600
79/4821
109/6652

black-lime
black-lime
black-lime
black-lime
black-lime
black-lime

K5303
K5403
K5503
K5603
K5703
K5803
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Foto: Corinna Ziebarth

HORSE PANNIE
horse panniers

06/2009

Stay in the Saddle

Foto: Corinna Ziebarth

Foto: Günter Wamser
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Imagine the wind in your
face, the sun on your skin and
only the sound of hoof beats.
Enjoy it even more knowing
that your gear is kept dry
and safe, be it on short horse rides across farmland or
multi-day horse treks through
the bush. ORTLIEB horse
panniers are spacious, waterproof and comfortable for
horse and rider.

NEW:
First-Aid-Kits
for sector
HORSERIDING
page 134

HORSE PANNIERS
Enjoy nature, get away from your daily routine and form a team with your four-legged
partner: horse back riding is an effective
way to escape and slow down. However, you
will reach relaxation and your day’s destiny
only if both - rider and horse – enjoy what
they do. This constitutes the development
background of our horse panniers. They
are designed for perfect packing with
compression of volume and tight packing
to keep things stable. A rear pad prevents
unpleasant chafing. The welded 100%
waterproof panniers offer reliable protection from water and dirt, and feature a lid
with snow gasket and draw cord. In favour
of your horse please watch out for equal
weight distribution. It is advisable to use an
extra pad or blanket underneath the pack.

The horse panniers feature a tough tear
and abrasion resistant fabric that are easy
to clean and can be mounted to distance,
trekking, military, western and all-round
saddles.
Further features:
Including fixing straps | Four 3M Scotchlite reflectors | Separate accessories:
Rack-Pack, inner pocket Input, Outer
Pocket
PD620
1620/57.2 g/oz.
30/1831 L/cu.in. (pair)
40 • 25 • 14 cm /
15.7 · 9.8 · 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
sand-black
K6001
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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They take it all
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On the road it’s only after a long
tour you will realise whether a packing system is convenient and really
practical. In cooperation with motor bikers, ORTLIEB has developed
a new Tank Bag , the MOTO Zip’n Go
and the MOTO Rack-Pack. Proven
products like the MOTO Speedbags,
MOTO Saddle-Bags, MOTO Side
Bag QL2, MOTO Dry Bag and MOTO
D-Fender were improved. The fixing system is now more flexible and
the material even more durable.
However, visual appeal also plays a
major role for motorcycle products.
Therefore, special emphasis was
put on design features.
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MOTORBIKE
KE
moto saddle-bags

114
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MOTO SADDLE-BAGS
The completely redesigned motorcycle
Saddle-Bags are the right choice for adventures on two wheels, be it cruising on a
Sunday afternoon or doing the heavy duty trip
in constant downpour. The easy-to-load bags
feature a waterproof roll closure that keeps
your gear dry and clean even in toughest conditions. Easily fixed without requiring a rack
– Velcro and fixing straps are included. The
symmetrical shape leaves plenty of legroom
for the passenger. The large 3M reflectors
ensure safety in the dark and rain.

Further features: | Thermo-moulded rear
side | Zippered inner pocket | Easy to
clean |
Optional accessory: Shoulder straps
Attention: Can only be used as a pair.
Minimum distance to exhaust pipe
10cm/ 4in.
PD600/PS33
2100 g/74.0 oz.
52 L/3173 cu.in. (pair)
33 • 38/28 • 21 cm/
13 • 15/11 • 8.3 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
M2201
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

MOTORBIKE
moto speedbags
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MOTO SPEEDBAGS
On and off road, the waterproof and dustproof
Speedbags with side roll closure will accept
any challenge. For the new season they are
presented in the new MOTO look, and there
are hardly any other double panniers as
modern and functional as the Speedbags.
Their low design is perfect for enduro and
touring bikes with high exhaust pipes. The
rigid self-supporting construction replaces
the rack: the panniers can be easily fixed
with the broad Velcro and straps to the passenger seat. The symmetrical cut offers plenty
of storage space without compromise for the
passenger. Comfortable carrying handles
allow easy transport and handling.

Further details:
Thermo-moulded rear side | Zippered inner
pocket | Reflector for increased safety in
rain, fog, and in the dark |Easy to clean
inside
Attention: Can only be used as a pair.
Minimum distance to exhaust pipe 10cm/
4in.
PD600/PS33
2000 g/70.5 oz. (pair)
46 L/ 2807 cu.in.
23 • 50 • 15 cm/
9 • 19.5 • 6 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
M6302
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

NEW:
First-Aid-Kits
for sector
MOTORBIKE
page 134

MOTORBIKE
KE

moto side bag ql2

moto tankbag
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MOTO TANKBAG WITH MAGNETIC ATTACHMENT
One of the biker’s basics: the waterproof
MOTO Tankbag keeps all your necessities
at hand that would be unavailable when
carried on your back. A piece of luggage
that guarantees pure driving pleasure. The
modified adjustable base with anti-slip,
tank-protecting surface is suited for almost
all standard motorcycle tanks. The MOTO
Tankbag is securely fixed with magnets and
straps as well as an extra strap attachment
around the frame. Alternative fixing as a tail
bag is also possible. Easy to attach, fast to
access and almost indestructible. The aerodynamic design with tyre tread motif and twoway access make it a faithful companion for
touring. A transparent waterproof (22x26cm
/ 8.7 x 10.2 in.) mapcase may be fixed on
the Tankbag or directly on the base.

CARRYING SYSTEM
FOR MOTO TANKBAG
The perfect accessory for the
ORTLIEB MOTO Tankbag. The
nylon Carrying System quickly
turns the MOTO Tankbag into a
convenient daypack for those
who like exploring on foot. The
Carrying System is easily fixed
with buckles, and the adjustable
shoulder straps allow perfect fitting and carrying comfort.

Further features:
Roll closure with carrying handle | Sturdy,
waterproof zip | Extremely abrasion and
tear-resistant fabric | 3M Scotchlite reflector
Optional accessory: Carrying System for
MOTO Tankbag
Attention: We recommend using a protective
fabric between tank and magnetic base. The
magnets are very strong - please keep credit
cards away.
PD600/PS33/PF45
1160 g/41 oz.
18 L/1098 cu.in.
16 • 35 • 25 cm/
6.3 • 13.8 • 9.8 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
M3301
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

fabric
weight
colours

Nylon
200 g / 7 oz.
black

Art.No.
M3401

MOTO SIDE BAG QL2
The formula for smart luggage systems. The
completely redesigned high performance
single bag made of abrasion resistant waterproof fabric for left or right side mounting.
QL2 is a synonym for flexibility and mobility:
automatic closing and opening of the hooks
by lifting the bag’s handle. The waterproof
roll closure protects documents, luggage
and sports gear from water, dust and dirt.
A padded handle and shoulder strap make
carrying comfortable.

Further features:
Inner pocket | ORTLIEB QL2 system for
rack diameters up to max. 16 mm| Two
large 3M Scotchlite reflectors | Easy
to clean
Recommended accessory: anti-theft
device for later upgrade into QL2 rail
(order separately)
Attention: Minimum distance to exhaust
pipe 10cm/ 4in.
PD600/PS33
1470 g /51.9 oz.
28 L/1709 cu.in.
31 • 43 • 18 cm/
12.2 • 16.9 • 7.1 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
M4401
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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MOTORBIKE
M
OTORBIKE

moto zip‘n go · moto dry bag

MOTO ZIP‘N GO
Pack, zip and go. Easy with the waterproof MOTO
Zip’n Go made of extremely abrasion and fold
resistant PU fabric with TIZIP zip. It holds everything
you need on a motorcycle tour and keeps it dry.
Heavy duty material combines comfort with good
looks; padded handle and tyre profile design.
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Further features: Large 3M Scotchlite reflectors
| Reflective logo | Fixing points for compression
straps and shoulder strap (optional accessories)
PD600/PS33
650 g/22.9 oz.
45 L/2746 cu. in.
24 • 64 • 34 cm
9.4 • 25.2 • 13.4 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
M5501
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

MOTO DRY BAG
The right choice for the distance traveller!
Our tough and rugged motorcycle dry bag
for heavy duty applications is easy to
handle and quick to load. This waterproof
bag made of a new durable PU fabric with
welded seams and convenient roll-down
closure is easily fixed on the rack. The
integrated valve helps with packing and
reduction of volume prior to driving.
Further features:
Roll-down closure with D-rings for fixing
| Welded-on handle | Small volume for
easy storage | Easy to clean |
Recommended accessory: compression
straps for fixing (please order separately)
|Large reflector

PD600/PS33
M
580 g/20.5 oz.
35 L/2136 cu.in.
60 • 26 cm/23.6 • 10.3 in.
(H x Diam.)
Art.No.
colours
black
M5001
fabric
size
weight
volume
dim.

L
770 g/27.2 oz.
59 L/3600 cu.in.
70 • 31 cm/27.6 • 12.2 in.
(H x Diam.)
Art No.
colours
black
M5002
size
weight
volume
dim.
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MOTORBIKE
KE
moto rack-pack · moto d-fender

For snap shot hunters and
motive collectors
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MOTO RACK-PACK
The ultimate partner for trips on two wheels:
the integrated valve, roll closure and optional
compressions straps (not included) help to
reduce and adapt the packing volume of the
waterproof duffle bag. The MOTO Rack-Pack
features an extremely fold and abrasion
resistant PU fabric for heavy duty use and
3M Scotchlite reflectors for safety in the dark.
This roomy companion unites excellent functions with a modern tyre design. Available in
three sizes.
Further features:
Reflective logo | Fixing for straps (please
order separately) |Easy access through
large opening |Can be combined with MOTO
Saddlebags

MOTO D-FENDER
Motorcycle Backpack with TIZIP zipper
The extremely strong PU fabric and the waterproof
zip on the carrier’s back constitute the perfect resistance against environmental influences – be it hail
or showers. The ventilation is guaranteed by a foam
back with air channels. A chest strap adjustable in
height and padded shoulder straps with reflective
yarn ensure perfect distribution of loads. The MOTO
D-Fender is designed without loose straps, and the
straight base provides perfect stability. On the road
6 D-rings ensure optimal attachment to the bike
rack.

PD600/PS33
M - 31 L/1892 cu.in.
810 g/28.6 oz.
30 • 54 • 27 cm/
11.8 • 21.3 • 10.6 in.
(H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
M5751
fabric
volume
weight
dim.

L - 49 L/2990 cu.in.
950 g/33.5 oz.
34 • 61 • 32 cm/
13.4 • 24 • 12.6 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
M5752
volume
weight
dim.

XL - 89 L/5431 cu.in.
1220 g/43 oz.
40 • 71 • 40 cm/
15.7 • 28 • 15.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
M5753
volume
weight
dim.

PD600/PS33
690 g/24.3 oz.
29 L/1770 cu.in.
50 • 28 · 20 cm/
19.7 • 11 • 7.9 in.(H x C x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
M3501
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

730 g/25.7 oz.
38 L/2319 cu.in.
50 • 32 • 24 cm
19.7 • 12.6 • 9.4 in.(H x C x D)
M3502
colours black
weight
volume
dim.

Sometimes it does take hours,
then it is suddenly there:
the moment which turns visions
into images. Once you are looking for motives, you are ready for
the unpredictable. This means the
gear has to be even more reliable.
Therefore, adventurers,
scientists and professional
photographers rely on ORTLIEB’s
robust transport systems for their
highly sensitive equipment. The
camera bags’ main focus lies on
function. They do not only offer
optimal protection for electronic
gear, but do always keep the main
advantage in mind: quick access
to camera, binoculars & Co.
The equipment which has proven
to be reliable under extreme
conditions is now also used for
leisure activities.
However, the best moment
remains priceless
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CAMERABAGS
AGS
snap

protect · aqua-cam

01/2009
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SNAP
The Snap camera bag is designed for great
and small highlights in life – be it on top
of a mountain or at a birthday party. This
ORTLIEB camera bag line focuses on spontaneous and easy leisure use. The flap and
Velcro closure allow lightning fast access
to your small compact camera. Outside,
an abrasion-resistant PU-coated Cordura
fabric protects from rain and spray, inside
padding provides sufficient protection from
mechanical damage. Snap is available in
three sizes. It is also suited for mobile
phones, PDA, binoculars or GPS.
Further features:
Internal mesh pocket for memory card
| Belt loop on rear side | Removable
shoulder strap with snap hooks

PS36C
XS
114 g/4 oz.
0.35 L/ 21 cu.in.
12 • 7 • 4 cm/
4.7 • 2.8 • 1.6 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
light grey-graphite
P3001
black
P3002
cinnamon-hazel
P3003
blue-black
P3004
fabric
size
weight
volume
dim.

S
134 g/4.7 oz.
0.6 L/37 cu.in.
12 • 13 • 4 cm/
4.7 • 5.1 • 1.6 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
light grey-graphite
P3101
black
P3102
cinnamon-hazel
P3103
blue-black
P3104

PROTECT
The ORTLIEB Protect is a small, square-shaped
camera bag for compact cameras, digital cameras, GPS, mobile phones, binoculars, etc. It can
be carried as a shoulder bag, as a waist bag,
or with the ORTLIEB Camera Harness System
(optional accessory). The waterproof Quick-Seal
Closure allows quick access and protects your
equipment from dust and water.

M
174 g/ 6.1 oz.
1.6 L/98 cu.in.
18 • 11 • 8 cm/
7 • 4.3 • 3.1 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
light grey-graphite
P3201
black
P3202
cinnamon-hazel
P3203
blue-black
P3204
size
weight
volume
dim.

Further features:
Slider allows easy and fast access | Loops on
the back for fixing either horizontally or vertically
to the belt or a pack | Internal foam pads for
impact protection | Padded, adjustable shoulder
strap with snap hooks | Can be combined with
the ORTLIEB Camera Harness System (please
order separately)

size
weight
volume
dim.

PS36C
110 g/3,9 oz.
1.3 L/79 cu.in.
12 • 15 • 7 cm/
4.7 • 5.9 • 2.8 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
graphite-black
P9301
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

05/2009

AQUA-CAM
The ORTLIEB Aqua-Cam is a spacious camera
bag for your photo and video equipment. It
features removable padded inserts with supportive foam pads which individually adjust
for your photo equipment. The Quick-SealClosure on the Aqua Cam, in combination
with the roll-top, keeps your gear dry and dust
free. Quick to open and close. The Aqua-Cam
can be carried as a shoulder bag, as a waist
bag, or with the ORTLIEB Camera Harness
System (optional accessory) which makes
sure that your camera bag remains firmly
attached directly to your body, and frees your
hands for other activities.
Further features:
Slider allows easy and fast access | Loops
at back for wearing on the belt | Internal
foam pads for impact protection | Padded,
adjustable shoulder strap with snap hooks |
Can be combined with the ORTLIEB Camera
Harness System (optional accessory)

08/2009

M
PS36C
460 g/16.2 oz.
4.5 L/275 cu.in.
17 • 22 • 12 cm/
6,7 • 8.7 • 4.7 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
graphite-black
P9001
size
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

L
PS 36C
500 g/17.7 oz.
7 L/427 cu.in.
18 • 26 • 15 cm/
7.1 • 10.2 • 5.9 in.(H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
graphite-black
P9101
size
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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CAMERA BAGS
aqua-zoom [plus]

07/2009

Important hint
Quick-Seal:
Temperatures below
-5°C/ 23°F may
affect the function of
the sealing lip.

AQUA-ZOOM
You enjoy hiking, canoeing, boating, beachcombing, and getting caught in the rain?
The Aqua-Zoom comes with a Quick-SealClosure to keep your gear dry and dust and
dirt free, yet is quick to open and close with
a convenient slider. It is especially designed
for cameras with zoom or small telephoto
lenses. Internal dividers and reliable padding provide secure transport and protection of your equipment.
Further features:
Loops on the back for wearing on the belt
| Padded, adjustable shoulder strap with
snap hooks | Can be combined with the
ORTLIEB Camera Harness System (please
order separately)

Further details:
Abrasion-resistant Cordura | Flap with Velcro |
Loops on reverse side for carrying on your belt
| Can be combined with the ORTLIEB Camera
Harness System (please order separately)
PS36C
340 g/12 oz.
2.8 L/171 cu.in.
24 • 6/15 • 11 cm/
9.4 • 2.4/5.9 • 4.3 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
black
P95D1
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

snap

01/2009

AQUA-ZOOM PLUS
The Aqua-Zoom Plus has a wide and long flap
closure offering a waterproof seal and lightning
fast access to your camera. This bag is great for
times when convenient access is more important
than the secure seal of a roll top bag. It comes
with a detachable, padded shoulder strap, and
can be used with the ORTLIEB Camera Harness
System (optional accessory) or carried on your
belt. The Aqua-Zoom Plus has an outer mesh
pocket for film and accessories (not waterproof).
Adjustable inner divisions provide safe camera
storage.
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snap

PS36C
340 g/12 oz.
2.8 L/171 cu.in.
24 • 6/15 • 11 cm/
9.4 • 2.4/5.9 • 4.3 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
graphite-black
P9201
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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aqua-ca
am

harness system
07-2009

Foto: Dieter Glogowski

CAMERA
MERA

Get to the source

CAMERA HARNESS SYSTEM
With the Camera Harness System you
won’t miss a snapshot, as it keeps your
camera within reach and holds it safely
close to your body leaving your hands
free. This is a real advantage for climbing,
canoeing and other activities. Suitable for
all ORTLIEB camera bags except SNAP.
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Further features:
Adjustable buckles for flexible adaption
to body size | Snaphooks for quick and
universal fixing | Small packing volume in
stowaway bag (not waterproof)
fabric
weight
colours

Nylon
130g /4.6 oz.
black

Art.No.
P15

On extended tours far away from
civilization, priorities are reduced
to the essentials: this includes
100% hygienic drinking water. The
tear-resistant light weight ORTLIEB water products with food
grade internal coating have a minimum volume of 2 litres /122
cu. in. The ergonomic design and
variable carrying construction optimize planning of resources and
transportation. The 10 Litre Water
Sack offers top outdoor practicality: suspended in sunshine it
turns into a luxurious hot shower.
ORTLIEB’s multi talents may also
be upgraded with optional accessories, e.g. into a purification
system with a Katadyn filter or a
hydration system with the drinking tube.
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WATER TRANSPORT
RANSPORT
watersack · waterbag

waterbelt

07/08-2011

WATERBAG
The lightweight alternative to plastic or
aluminium bottles. The compact Water Bag
features straps for fixing to the backpack,
and is made of tear-resistant and watertight fabric. Food grade coating on the
inside ensures safe transport of your water.
The 4 and 10 liter versions can be easily
fixed to branches or vehicles thanks to the
two handles being provided with buckles.

WATERSACK
Goodbye bulky containers. The ORTLIEB Watersack
ensures reliable water supply in your camp doing
without big and bulky canisters. On tour the Watersack can be packed away taking up very little
space, in the camp it offers a generous 10 litres for
cooking, washing or even for a shower. The large roll
closure opening allows easy filling. The Watersack is
made of tear-resistant, waterproof fabric, and the
integrated base valve allows easy metering. The
Watersack can be combined with the purification
filter by Katadyn.
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Further features:
Buckles for hanging | Combination with Katadyn
filter possible
Optional accessories: ORTLIEB Shower Valve,
ORTLIEB Hydration Tube
Attention: The Watersack is not suited for transportation in horizontal position. For transporting water
inside a pack or pannier we recommend our Water
Bag or Water Belt.
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
colours

PS17L
190 g/6.7 oz.
10 L/610 cu.in.
35 • 22 cm/13.8 • 8.7 in. (H x Diam.)
Art.No.
blue
N48
black
N27

Multiple applications:
Camping shower | Seat or head pillow |
Weight for paragliding | Buoyancy means
for diving | Can be combined with outdoor
filters for water purification | Can be
combined with the drinking tube for use as
a hydration system
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
colours

weight
volume
dim.
colours

PS17L
80 g/2.8 oz.
2 L/122 cu.in.
30 • 20 cm/11.8 • 7.9 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
blue
N45
black
N22
130 g/4.6 oz.
4 L/244 cu.in.
38 • 25 cm/15 • 9.8 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
blue
N46
black
N24

160 g/5.6 oz.
10 L/610 cu.in.
44 • 36 cm/17.3 • 14.2 in.
(H x W)
Art.No.
colours
blue
N47
black
N26
weight
volume
dim.

Please note:
All water containers are suited
for water only (max. temperature
60°C/140°F). Do not use for alcoholic, sweet or acid liquids. Do not
expose drinking water too long to
the heat. Change water regularly.
Store dry and open. Clean inside
with denture cleaning tablets.
Clean outside with warm water,
brush and neutral soap.
Clean the valve regularly.

DRINKING TUBE
The ideal tool for energetic outdoor
activities: with the drinking tube you
can transform an ORTLIEB Water Bag,
Water Belt or „PET“-bottle into a hydration system: remove valve, insert tube
into water container, screw valve back
on. The 33.5 in. long tube features a
lockable bite-valve and one screw cap.

WATERBELT
The Water Belt has a variety of attachment possibilities. It can be worn like a
fanny pack around the waist or attached
to the exterior of a backpack. Combine it
with the ORTLIEB drinking tube to create
a hydration system.
Features:
Tear-resistant, waterproof fabric |
Welded seams | Adjustable strap with
buckle for comfortable carrying | Can
be combined with outdoor filters for
water purification and with the ORTLIEB
drinking tube
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
colours

PS17L
110 g/3.9 oz.
2 L/122 cu.in.
16 • 40 cm/6.3 • 15.7 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
blue
N49

SHOWER VALVE
The Shower Valve can be put onto all
ORTLIEB water containers. Remove the
dust cap, put on the shower valve, and
open the tap. The contents of the Water
Sack are enough for a pleasant shower.
Can also be used as a garden shower
or watering can.
Small holes for constant showering |
Quick opening and closing of valve
Attention:
Danger of boiling water! Check
temperature prior to use when used
in combination with the black water
containers.

Features:
Valve inside the cap for pressure
compensation inside the container |
Mouthpiece can be taken apart for
hygienic cleaning
weight
colours

70 g/2.5 oz.
blue

Art.No.
N4201

fabric
weight
colours

Polyamid
5 g/0.2 oz.
black

Art.No.
N30
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Foto: Jo Deleker

watersack

WATERTRANS
folding bowls · foldable liner

FOLDING BOWL
Makes the outdoor life easier! Available in three
sizes (305/610/1221 cu.in.). Multiple applications like dish washing, cleaning veggies or carrying
water etc.

FOLDABLE CAR BOOT/ CAR
TRUNK LINER
Developed by the ORTLIEB inventors: the
foldable liner is universally applicable for
the transport of wet or dirty equipment. It is
stabilised with locking stiffeners on both sides,
and is a robust, superior, reusable alternative
to plastic bags etc. This roomy container made
of PVC-coated polyester fabric is easy to clean,
and easy to pack away when not in use.

Features: 3D-welded seams | Reinforced spillproof
rim | Square-shaped stable bottom | 2 robust
carrying handles
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PD620
200 g/7.1 oz.
5 L/305 cu.in.
12 • 24 • 24 cm/
4.7 • 9.4 • 9.4 in. (H x W x D)
N11G
colours green
darkblue
N11Y
fabric
weight
volume
dim.

260 g/9.2 oz.
10 L/610 cu.in.
14 • 30 • 30 cm/
5.5 • 11.8 • 11.8 in. (H x W x D)
N12G
colours green
darkblue
N12Y
weight
volume
dim.

400 g/14.1 oz.
20 L/1221 cu.in.
28 • 30 • 30 cm/
11 • 11.8 • 11.8 in. (H x W x D)
N120
colours green
weight
volume
dim.

waterbag

Further features:
Robust carrying strap handles | Easy to clean
| 3-D welded seams
Note: Not for transporting liquids in the trunk/
boot.
PD620
750 g/26.5 oz.
50 L/3051 cu.in.
20 • 62 • 42 cm/
7.9 • 24.4 • 16.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
green
N 200
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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FIRST-AID-KIT
KIT

ﬁrst-aid-kit · content

ﬁrst-aid-kits
ORTLIEB Light & Fast
First-Aid Kits

Lightweight design and essential medical supplies make the
ORTLIEB First-Aid Kits a great
choice for the prepared backpacker. Compact, tough and, of
course, 100% waterproof.

R
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FIRST-AID-KIT
Never again without: ORTLIEB’s First Aid
Kits should be an inherent part of your
equipment. The First Aid Kits are waterproof
sleeves made of PU-coated nylon fabric
with roll closure, and are available in four
different sizes and safety levels (Regular,
Medium, High, Ultra-high). Regular and
medium are suitable for most outdoor
activities. Safety Level “High” contains
(in addition to the basic) supplementary
equipment required for a specific field
of sports: motor biking, cycling, trekking,
canoeing/kayaking, horse riding. The well
stocked Ultra High version allows optimal
first aid for trekking and cycling sports, and
is also designed for small groups. All kits
feature belt loops. The models High and
Ultra High have additional straps for fixing
to a backpack etc.

M

H

R

UH

M

H

UH

Please find detailed information about the content of each version at: www.ortlieb.com/_pdf_en/firstaid.pdf
Further features:
International first aid symbol (white cross on
green background) on the front |Versions
Medium to Ultra-High feature a removable
inner pocket for personal stocking and for
fabric
feat.
height cm/in.
First Aid Kit with content (yellow)
PS21
regular
12/4.7
PS21
medium
15/5.9
PS21
high
17/6.7
Motorbike
Cycling
Trekking
Canoe/Kayak
Horseriding
PS21
ultrahigh
20/7.9
Cycling
Trekking
First Aid Kit without content (yellow)
PS21
medium
15/5.9
PS21
high
17/6.7

quick access |Fixing for shoulder strap (optional
accessory, article code E 16)
Versions Medium and High may also be ordered
without contents.

width cm/in. depth cm/in. volume l/cu.in. weight g/oz. Art.No.
11/4.3
15/5.9
18/7.1

8/3.1
8/3.1
10/3.9

0.6/36
1.2/73
2/122

20/7.9

11/4.3

3.3/201

15/5.9
18/7.1

8/3.1
10/3.9

1.2/73
2/122

140/4.9 D1701
270/9.5 D1702
570/20.1
D1703
D1704
D1705
D1706
D1707
640/22.6
D1708
D1709

140/5.3
180/6.3

D1752
D1754
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PROTECTION
OTECTION BAGS

protection bags

SAFE-IT
Robust all round protection for sensitive devices that need to
be at hand. The spray and dustproof bag stores and protects
mobile phones, PDAs, mini-PC, and GPS devices. It is not
only water that may damage these electronic devices, but
also sand, dust or the salty sea air. The foil is suitable for PDA
pens, and the lower side is made of tough PU-coated fabric.
Safe-It is ultralight and available in three sizes (S, M and L).

VALUABLES BAGS
If you need to protect and hide your travel
documents and money matters, then the
Money Belt is the product to go with. It is
designed to be worn around your waist to
keep your valuables safe, dry and clean. The
Valuables Bag is the non-transparent version
of our Document Bag. Use it wherever you
want to keep contents out of sight. Both
products are lightweight. | With neck cord
and stainless steel eyelets

Further details:
Quick release belt loop | Neck cord with cord lock for easy
adjustment
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fabric
size
weight
dim.
colours

PS17/PF15
S
28 g/1 oz.
16 • 7.2 cm/6.3 • 2.7 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
black-transparent
D23

size
weight
dim.
colours

M
32 g/1.1 oz.
19 • 9.2 cm/7.5 • 3.6 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
black-transparent
D24

size
weight
dim.
colours

L
34 g/1.2 oz.
17 • 10.2 cm/6.7 • 4 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
black-transparent
D25

fabric
size
weight
dim.
colours

PS17
A6
20 g/0.7 oz.
15 • 11 cm/5.9 • 4.3 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
black
D05S

size
weight
dim.
colours

A5
40 g/1.4 oz.
22 • 15 cm/8.7 • 5.9 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
black
D06S

MONEYBELT
With adjustable waist strap | Can also be
fixed to leg or arm
fabric
weight
dim.
colours

PS17
60 g/2.1 oz.
11 • 30 cm/4.3 • 11.8 cm/in. (H x W)
black
D09S
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WALKIE-TALKIE-BAG
The Walkie-Talkie-Bag has proved its versatility
and waterproofness with rescue teams, fire
brigades, medical services and on building
sites. With the phone inside you can send and
receive messages loud and clear through the
transparent foil. The roll-Velcro closure allows
fast and easy access. Use the adjustable
draw cords to attach the bag securely to your
body or in vehicles.
fabric
weight
dim.
colours

PF15
100 g/3.5 oz.
40 • 12 cm/15.7 • 4.7 in. (H x W)
transparent
D18

PROTECTION
ON B
protection bags

DOCUMENT CASE
Perfect for safe storage of maps, passports
and other important documents while travelling. The dust and waterproof transparent
bags are made of UV, tear and crease
resistant fabric with seams as tough as the
material itself. They will withstand extreme
atmospheric temperatures and repeated
use. Also suitable for electronic devices such
as GPS, cell phone or MP3 player. Comes
with neck cord and stainless steel eyelets.
Available in three sizes.

MAP CASE
Find your bearings. The transparent map
case protects your maps from moisture,
mud, dirt and UV-light. Ideal for hiking,
paragliding, canoeing or biking – your
map is kept dry and readable from both
sides. It may be carried around your neck
or secured to your rucksack. Available in
two sizes (L and XL).
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Map Case L | Waterproof roll-closure
with Velcro | Neck cord with cord locks
& snap hooks
fabric
weight
dim.
colours

PF15
80 g/2.8 oz.
27 • 10.6 cm/10.6 • 10.6 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
transparent
D13
Map Case XL | Suitable for large format
sea charts and sketches | Waterproof
roll-closure with Velcro | Neck cord with
cord locks & snap hooks

weight
dim.
colours

200 g/7.1 oz.
50 • 35 cm/19.7 • 13.8 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
transparent
D19

SNACK-PACK
The Snack-Pack stores your power food
in authentic food grade foil. All you need
for a tasty lunch will be transported dry
and safe: cereal, rice, pasta, coffee,
spices etc. Leave your bulky boxes and
containers at home. Also suitable for
packed lunches. Comes with tough
cord and stainless steel eyelets.

fabric
size
weight
dim.
colours

PF15
A6
30 g/11 oz.
15 • 11 cm/5.9 • 4.3 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
transparent
D01

fabric
size
weight
dim.
colours

PF15L
A6
30 g/1.1 oz.
15 • 11 cm/5.9 • 4.3 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
transparent
D15

size
weight
dim.
colours

A5
50 g/1.8 oz.
22 • 15 cm/8.7 • 5.9 in. (H x W)

size
weight
dim.
colours

A5
60 g/2.1 oz.
22 • 15 cm/8.7 • 5.9 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
transparent
D16

Art.No.
transparent

size
weight
dim.
colours

D02

A4
80 g/2.8 oz.
30 • 22 cm/11.8 • 8.7 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
transparent
D03
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ACCESSORIES
ortlieb specials

COFFEE FILTER HOLDER
For many outdoor enthusiasts, freshly
brewed coffee is a must. No way to
replace it by instant powder. With the
ORTLIEB filter holder you have a compact
and foldable alternative to bulky filters.
It is set up with pins, sticks or tent pegs
which are inserted through the loops,
and placed above the kettle or cup;
simply insert the paper filter and coffee,
and enjoy your hot cup.
| Heat-resistant material | Also serves
as funnel | Comes with 5 paper filters
size 1 x 4
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fabric
weight
dim.
colours

fabric
weight
colours

ORTLIEB T-SHIRT
Useful, comfortable to wear and trendy!
Made of high-quality cotton and will
make nice presents for ORTLIEB fans.
fabric
colours

cotton, assorted colours.
Art.No.
XS
O01XS
S
O01S
M
O01M
L
O01L
XL
O01XL

T-PACK
Right when you need it, it is gone or
no longer usable – toilet paper. The
waterproof outdoor toilet paper holder
T-Pack safely transports and protects
your tissue. When the bag is open, the
roll hangs under the bag and is protected
from rain.
Further feaures: | Roll-off function |
Adjustable and removable fixing strap
with buckle closure | Comes with 1 roll
of double-layered toilet paper

PD620L
30 g/1.1 oz.
12 • 19 cm/4.7 • 7.5 in. (H x W)
Art.No.
beige
D10F
RAINHAT - SOUTHWESTER
You should never leave without the
ORTLIEB Rain Hat. It is suitable for collecting water or protecting your head.
The waterproof light weight hat can be
easily stowed away in a jacket pocket. It
features a broad rim and an adjustable
cord with cord lock. One size fits all
(size 60).

ORTLIEB CAP
Microfibre
70 g
grey

Art.No.
D62

fabric
weight
colours

PD620
170 g/6 oz.
green
yellow
blue

Art.No.
D961
D962
D963

PD620/PS490
220 g/7.8 oz.
1.3 L/79 cu.in.
14 • 7/12 • 9 cm/
5.5 • 2.8/4.7 • 3.5 in. (H x W x D)
Art.No.
colours
orange-mango
D6101
black-slate
D6102
fabric
weight
volume
dim.
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SPARE PARTS
spare parts

BICYCLE PANNIERS WITH QL1 SYSTEM (all models up to 1998 and classic from model 1999)

Art.No.

B I C Y C L E PA NNI E R S W I T H QL 1 / QL 2 SY ST E M

Art.No.

1 QL1 rail long (5 holes)
with mounting screws, w/o hooks

(for Back-Roller, Bike-Packer,
Office-Bag) up to model 2006

E 106

Inserts for QL1 or QL2 hooks
(for 1 bag: 2x8mm and 2x11mm)

all models with QL2 and QL1 from 2005

E 166

1 QL1 rail long (4 holes)
with mounting screws, w/o hooks

(for Back-Roller, Bike-Packer,
Office-Bag) up to model 2007

E 169

Lower QL2 anchoring hook
(1 piece incl. screws)

all models with QL2
(and QL1 from 2007)

E 143

1 QL1 rail short
with mounting screws, w/o hooks

for Front-Roller, Sport-Packer

E 170

Elliptical rail for lower anchoring hook
(1 piece incl. screws)

all models with QL2
and QL1 from 2007

E 144

2 QL1 hooks with handle, (16 mm,
with inserts for 8 and 10mm)

from model ’93

E 162

Elastic strap with hook for Vario

up to model 2011

E 173

from model ’96

E 109

Shoulder strap 80 cm/31 in., 25 mm
with male and female housing „Stealth“

for Back-Roller and
Front-Roller from ‘99

E 116

Anchoring hook, 10 mm
with lower rail, incl. mounting screws

from model ’96

E 110

Shoulder strap 80 cm/31 in., 25 mm
with male and female housing “Mojave”

for Back-Roller and
Front-Roller up to mod. ’98

E 23

Anchoring hook, 16 mm
with lower rail, incl. mounting screws

E 172

from model 2010

E 176

Shoulder strap 150 cm/59 in. with snap hook
Bike-Packer, Sport-Packer, Bike-Tourer from 2009

Back-Roller/Front-Roller City

Curved rail for lower QL1 mounting system
1 pc., incl. mounting screws

In-Put inner pocket for panniers

F 39

QL1 anchoring hook,
1 pc., incl. mounting screws

from model 2010

E 177

for Back-Roller, Front-Roller, Bike-Packer,
Sport-Packer up to mod. 2006

QL1 screw set for 4 and 5-holes-rail (5 screws)

from model ’93

E 10

Anchoring for panniers

all models

E 12

Shoulder strap 80 cm/31 in.
with snap hook and buckle

for Back-Roller/Front-Roller
models ‘91 and ‘92

E 15
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B I C Y C L E PA NNI E R S W I T H QL 3- SY ST E M
Mounting set for rear rack
(for 1 bag)

Art.No.
for all QL3 models

E 175

ULTIMATE HANDLEBAR BAGS

Ar t.No.

BICYCLE PANNIERS WITH QL2 SYSTEM (ALL MODELS FROM 1999)

Ar t.No.

Mounting set f. Ultimate2-5 (length of wire: 80 cm/31 in.) from model ‘96

E 164

2 QL2 hooks with handle, 16mm
and with inserts, 8 and 10mm

all models with QL2

E 156

Extension for mounting cable of E 164
also suitable for curved handlebars (length: 105 cm/41 in.)

E 165

for Bike-Tourer, Back-Roller Plus,
Bike-Packer Plus, Office-Bag QL2
Bike-Shopper, Downtown QL2, Pelican
Motorcycle side bag from model 2012
Front-Roller Plus, Sport-Packer Plus, Vario QL2,
Motorcycle side bag up to 2011, City-Biker QL2

E 125

Wire (sparepart) for U5 mounting set (length 105 cm/41 in.)

E 167

Map Case for Ultimate2-5

F 14

Security device for QL2 panniers;

long:

short:

Inner pocket Ultimate3+4 M, L
E 124

from model ‘99

E 141

Shoulder strap Ultimate3-5 RC, M, L (120 cm/46 in.) from model ‘99

E 115

Shoulder strap Ultimate2-5 Compact (120 cm/46 in.)

E 119
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spare parts
Shoulder strap Ultimate2, 120 cm/46 in.
with 2 buckles

E 95

Shoulder strap 160 cm/62 in., with 2 snap hooks
for camera bags and Ultimate1

E 16

BUCKLES

Ar t.No.

”Stealth” buckles with strap for Office-Bag
(to sew on), 1 pcs.
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from model ‘96

from model ‘99

E 178

”Stealth” buckles for Rack-Pack
25 mm; female housing with opening, 2 pcs.
for the combination of Rack-Packs (mod. up to ‘99) with Roller-bags (from ‘99)

E 135

”Stealth” Closure for Back-Roller/Ront-Roller (pair)
for the combination of Rack-Packs (mod. from ‘99)with Roller-bags (up to ‘99)

E 136

Buckle („Mojave“)
25 mm, 1 pair. (male and female)

all models up to ´98

E 51

„Stealth“ buckles
25 mm, 1 pair. (male and female)

from model ’99

E 146

SPARE PARTS
Shoulder pad, removable 1 pc.
up to 50mm width

for all shoulder-straps

E 171

Patch for Elevation and shoulder carring strap for Back- and Front-Roller (2 pcs.)

E 179

Velcro extension
(for Messenger Bag and Velocity )

E 46

Fixing strap for Zip-City

E 121

Inner pocket for Zip-City (accessory for size S) up to model ‘10

E 129

Lubricant for TIZIP zipper

E 134

Mounting set for Saddle-Bag, MudRacer, Micro, 1 set
E 97
Fastening straps for Saddle-Bag

from model ‘98

F 96 E

Universal screw set (12 bolts, 12 nuts (plastic)
for screwed bags or to replace rivets

E 102

Camera insert for Shuttle products

P 96 E
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Repair buckles „Stealth“
25 mm, male and female housing with opening, 2 pairs.

E 117

Buckle 50 mm
male and female housing for Messenger Bag, Packman Pro, Velocity

E 147

C-Rings (4 pcs.)

E 149

OTHER BAGS

Ar t.No

1 pair anchoring rails for one outer pocket

from model 2001

E 150

Adapter for Travel-Biker, Trunk-Bag, Rear Basket

from model 6/2004

E 174

Padded shoulder strap for Travel-Biker

up to model 2009

E 133

Shoulder strap for Bike-Box, Bike-Tourer 1pc. (no pad), (length 120 cm)

E 119

Shoulder strap for Tour-Box

E 161

Padded strap with snap hook
(universal strap; not for Bike-Box, Travel-Biker)

E 33

WATER BAGS, WATER SACKS, WATER BELT

Ar t.No.

Rubber gasket

up to model ‘98

E 91

Shower valve

up to model ‘98

N 13

Valve complete

from model ‘99

E 120

Gasket

from model ‘99

E 157

Shower valve

from model ‘99

N 30

Push-Pull valve

from model 99

T 60

REPAIR SET
Repair set for all ORTLIEB fabrics
(PU and PVC) incl. glue

Ar t.No.
transparent

E 163

FABRICS
fabric
symbols
quality

PS 10
Nylon fabric, PU-coated
PS 17
Nylon fabric, PU-coated

PS 17L
Nylon fabric, PU-coated, suitable
for drinking water
PS 21 R
Nylon fabric, PU-coated
PS 33
Nylon fabric, PU-coated
PS 36C
Cordura, PU-coated
PS 42 R
Nylon fabric, PU-coated
PS 490
Polyester fabric, PVC-coated
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PF 15
transp. PU foil (document case
PF 45
thick transparent PVC-foil
(for Dry Bag with window)
PD 350
Polyester fabric, PVC-coated
PD 620
Polyester fabric, PVC-coated
PD 620
Polyester fabric, PVC-coated
PD 620L
Polyester fabric, PVC-coated
suitable for drinking water
PS 620C
Cordura, PVC-coated
PD 900
thick Polyester fabric, PVC-coated

Different Types of Waterproofness
All materials used and all welding seams are
waterproof up to a water column of 100,000
mm. However, the degree of waterproofness
and dustproofness of a specific product always
depends on the type of closure. It is important
that the product is properly and completely
closed. This refers in particular to:
Roll Closures: they must be rolled 3 to 4 times
(e.g. Back-Roller), and 5 to 6 times on ultra
light dry bags.
Velcro Closures: must be folded 2 times along
the entire width (e.g. Safe-it).
Sealing Closures and Zippers: must be closed
all the way, e.g. camera bag Protect and duffle
bag Big-Zip.
Lid Closure (and snow gaskets with cord underneath): must be properly closed and fixed
with buckles, e.g. Bike-Packer.
IP Standards
All types of closures used on ORTLIEB products were submitted to simulation tests by LGA
QualiTest GmbH, TÜV Rheinland Group, Nuremberg, Germany.*) These protection standards
which have their origins in electronic technologies are referred to as IP, international protection standards, and are increasingly used
in the field of leisure activities. Currently, this
is the only valid and acknowledged international classification regarding waterproofness
and dustproofness. The degree of protection
is defined by two figures. Altogether there are
6 protection standards for solid bodies, and 8
protection standards for water.
Protection against dust
The first figure defines the protection degree of
a product against the penetration of solids and
contact. 5 and 6 refer to the protection of dust
and contact (e.g. by hand).

SYMBOLS
Protection against water
The second figure defines the protection degree
against water. 7 e.g. stands for the protection
against water penetration at a defined water depth
during a determined period of time.
Example: IP 64, ORTLIEB Back-Roller;
this product is dustproof and
is protected against splashwater
coming from all directions.
ORTLIEB products are classified according to the
following protection standards depending on the
type of closure used on the product:
IP5X: The product is protected
against dust. Slight penetration of dust
possible.

Quality Control
All important material characteristics are continuously controlled at goods received. The mounting
components of bike panniers are subjected to
extreme riding simulation tests.
Azo-free dyes
Although ORTLIEB products are not subject to the
AZO ordinance, we only use AZO-free dyes.

PVC free: We use PVC free materials if
technically possible and logical.
Tizip: Various types of TIZIP- zippers are
available. They guarantee IP protection
IP67

IP6X: Product is dustproof.
No penetration of dust.
New product
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IPX3: Protected against spray water
(max. 60° to the vertical).
IPX4: Protection against splashwater
coming from all directions.
IPX7: Protection against penetration of
water during temporary immersion;
depth: 1 meter / 39 in. (lower edge of
product), duration: 3 minutes
*) IP international protection standard examination according to DIN EN 60529:2000
See als: www.ortlieb.com/ip-symbols
Manufactured according to ORTLIEB standards
Our coated fabrics are not standard fabrics but
are particularly developed for a specific field of
application, and are manufactured according to
our company quality requirements.
Folding-resistant up to 100,000 folds
We have very high quality expectations concerning
the folding resistance of a fabric, because numerous products are provided with the „roll closure“.

Modified product
Products on double pages with this
symbol are manufactured in Heilsbronn,
Germany

Photos if not otherwise stated:
Lars Schneider · www.larsschneider.com
Wolfgang Ehn (Bike Shooting)
www.wolfgang-ehn.de
Motorbike: Dirk Schäfer
www.dirkschaefer.info
Design: BaronGrafik Nürnberg
© by ORTLIEB Sportartikel GmbH
Rainstraße 6 · D-91560 Heilsbronn, Germany
Tel.+49(0)9872-800-0
All rights reserved. All specifications subject
to change without notice.
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